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Rational Normal Curves On Complete Intersections
Xuanyu Pan
This is a work on the geometry of spaces of minimal-dominant rational
curves on a smooth complete intersection X ⊆ PnC. For a smooth complete
intersection X, we consider a general fiber F of the following evaluation map
ev of Kontsevich moduli space
ev :M0,m(X,m)→ Xm
and the forgetful functor F : F → M0,m. We prove that a general fiber of
the map F is a smooth complete intersection variety if X is of low degree.
As a result, we answer questions relating to
1. Rational connectedness of moduli space
2. Enumerative geometry
3. Search for a new 2-Fano variety
4. Picard group of moduli space
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In this thesis, we prove that a compactification of the moduli space of ra-
tional normal curves on a low degree complete intersection is a complete
intersection. We use the Kontsevich moduli space as the compactification.
More precisely, we prove, in the following theorem, that the moduli space
parameterizing the conics passing through two general points is a complete
intersection.
Theorem 1.1 (Chapter 2, Theorem 2.8). Suppose X is a smooth complete
intersection variety, but not a quadric hypersurface, of type (d1, . . . , dc) with




di − c+ 1.
If F is the general fiber of the evaluation map ev,
ev :M0,2(X, 2)→ X ×X
2
then its dimension is n+ 1− 2
c∑
i=1
di + c and via an embedding ϕ : F → Pn−2
defined in Section 2.2, the general fiber F is a smooth complete intersection
variety in Pn−2 of type
(1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , d1 − 1, d1 − 1, d1, . . . , 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , dc − 1, dc − 1, dc)− (1, 1, 2).
For rational normal curves of degree m on a complete intersection which
pass through m general points, we prove that the moduli space parameter-
izing these rational normal curves is a complete intersection in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (Chapter 3, Theorem 3.18). Suppose X is a smooth complete
intersection variety of type (d1, . . . , dc), (di ≥ 2) in Pn but not a quadratic




di)− c ≥ 1.
Let F : F → M0,m be the natural forgetful functor. For a general point
t ∈ M0,m, the fiber Ft of F is nonempty, moreover, we have a line bundle
λ|Ft on the fiber Ft of F over t whose corresponding complete linear system
|λ|Ft| of λ|Ft defines an embedding
|λ|Ft| : Ft ↪→ PN = Pn−m(c−1).





2 . . . d1 − 1
...
... d1
2 . . . d1 − 1
 , . . . , T1(dc,m) =

2 . . . dc − 1
...
... dc
2 . . . dc − 1

It follows from these two structure theorems that for m = 2, 3, the fiber
F is a complete intersection. For m ≥ 4, the fiber F maps to M0,m. The
general fiber of this map is a complete intersection. As an application of
these results we will obtain information about the geometric properties of F ,
such as whether it is rationally connected or the rank of the Picard group.
We will also apply the above theorems to get results about the enumerative
geometry of complete intersections.
1.1 Enumerative Geometry
We consider the problem of counting conics, or twisted cubics, or linking
conics on complete intersections passing through a suitable number of general
points. It turns out that the number of these curves is exactly the degree of
F or Ft, as in our main results. Since we know their complete intersection
types, we can calculate the degree of F and Ft without difficulties. In this
way we establish the following results.
Proposition 1.3. (Chapter 2, Proposition 2.10) Let X be a smooth complete
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intersection of degree (d1, . . . , dr) in Pn+r, with n = 2
c∑
i=1
(di − 1) − 1. Then






where d is the degree of X.
Proposition 1.4. (Chapter 3, Proposition 3.22) Let X be a smooth complete
intersection of degree (d1, . . . , dr) in Pn+r with n = 3
r∑
i=1
(di − 1) − 3. Then







where d is the degree of X.
Proposition 1.5. (Chapter 3, Proposition 3.23) Let X be a smooth complete
intersection of degree (d1, . . . , dr) in Pn+r with n = 4
r∑
i=1
(di − 1) − 4. Let S
be the set consisting of linking conics C (see Definition 3.9.2) in X which
pass through 4 general points p1, p2, p3, p4 such that the points p1, p2 are on
the same component and the points p3, p4 are on the other component. The







where d is the degree of X.
1.2 Rational Connectedness of Moduli Space
In M. Deland’s thesis, see [Del09], he proves that a smooth cubic hypersurface
in Pe is strongly rationally simply connected if e is at least 9. It is claimed
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that e ≥ 9 is the best bound. But the proof of this claim was not provided.
So it is quite interesting to consider the following question.
Question 1.2.1. Let F be a general fiber of the evaluation map
ev :M0,3(X3, 3)→ X3 ×X3 ×X3.
Is the fiber F corresponding to a smooth cubic hypersurface X3 in P8 ratio-
nally connected?
Using the second main theorem and the fact M0,3 is a point, we know
that the fiber F is a complete intersection. By computing its canonical class,
we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 1.6. (Chapter 3, Corollary 3.21) Given a smooth cubic hyper-
surface X3 in P8, the moduli fiber F for m = 3 is a complete intersection
Calabi-Yau 4-fold. This implies that the general fiber F is not rationally
connected.
On the other hand, from the second theorem, we know a general fiber
Ft of the surjective natural forgetful map F : F → M0,m is a complete
intersection. By calculating the canonical bundle of Ft, we know it is Fano
(hence rationally connected) when X is a low degree complete intersection.
Using a theorem of Graber, Harris and Starr, we deduce that F is rationally
connected as follows:















then F is rationally connected.
1.3 Searching For 2-Fano Varieties
Another motivation of studying F is to search for examples of 2-Fano variety.
The paper [dJS07] introduces a new notion of higher Fano varieties which
generalizes Fano varieties, namely, 2-Fano varieties. Unfortunately, there are
few known examples of 2-Fano varieties. The main examples are
1. low degree complete intersections,
2. some Grassmannians,
3. some hypersurfaces in some Grassmannians.
See [dJS07] and [AC12] for the details. Theorem 1.4 in [AC12] states that
the polarized minimal family of rational curves passing through a general
point x in a smooth projective variety Y is a 2-Fano variety if the variety Y
is 3-Fano. It suggests that some moduli spaces of rational curves on a n-Fano
complete intersection variety X are (n−1)-Fano. Therefore, when X is a low
degree complete intersection, the fiber F is a candidate for a 2-Fano variety.
It is quite natural to ask the following question.
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Question 1.3.1. Is the smooth variety F a new type (different from the
known 3 cases above) 2-Fano variety if X is a low degree complete intersection
(for example a 3-Fano)?
For m = 1, the answer is negative. In this case, even though the smooth
variety F is 2-Fano variety, it is a complete intersection, see [dJHS11, Page
83 ,(1)]. For m = 2, 3, the fiber F is also a complete intersection by the main
theorems. By the second main theorem, we have a fibration of F given by
F : F →M0,m,
whose general fiber is a complete intersection. It induces an injection from
Pic(M0,m) to Pic(F) which yields a lower bound for the rank of Pic(F).
Since the rank of Pic(F) is at least 2 when m is at least 4, we also deduce
that F is not a complete intersection when m ≥ 4.
Corollary 1.8. (Chapter 3, Corollary 3.26) With the hypothesis as in The-






where Pic(M0,m) is the Picard group of M0,m and N is a finite generated
abelian group.
Corollary 1.9. (Chapter 3, Corollary 3.27) With the hypothesis as in The-






In Section 3, we give an example to illustrate the main theorem. In Section 4,
we provide a canonical embedding to embed F into a projective space. More-
over, we prove the boundary divisor in F is a complete intersection under this
embedding. In Section 5 and 6, we prove smoothness of some moduli spaces
by deformation theory and some divisors’ relations by the Grothendieck-R.R
theorem. In Section 7, we use the results of previous sections and apply
Proposition 2.7 to conclude that F is a complete intersection. At the end of
Section 7, we use the main theorem of this paper to give an explanation to




We work over the complex numbers C. Let X be a projective variety in Pn, the
Kontsevich moduli spaceM0,m(X, e) parameterizes data (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) of
(i) a proper, connected, at-worst-nodal, arithmetic genus 0 curve C,
(ii) an ordered collection x1, . . . , xm of distinct smooth points of C,
(iii) and a morphism f : C → X whose image has degree e in Pn
such that (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) has only finitely many automorphisms. There is
an evaluation morphism
ev :M0,m(X, e)→ Xm, (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) 7→ (f(x1), . . . , f(xm)).
The Kontsevich moduli space M0,m(X, e) is a Deligne-Mumford stack, we
refer [BM96] for the construction. Let n,m, c, d1, . . . , dc be numbers such
that n,m, c, di ∈ N, n ≥ m, c ≤ n, and di ≥ 2. Let X be a smooth complete
intersection of type (d1, d2, . . . , dc) in Pn. Since X is in Pn, we could say m
general points p1, . . . , pm of X are in the general position, see [Har95, Page
7] for details. Let F be a fiber of the evaluation map over a general point
(p1, . . . , pm) ∈ Xm
ev :M0,m(X,m)→ Xm
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In this paper, we only consider the case m = 2 and X is not a quadric
hypersurfaces. We also fix n ≥ 2
c∑
i=1
di − c− 1 and di ≥ 2 to ensure that the
fiber F of ev is a smooth projective variety. We denote the general points
p1, p2 by p and q.
From [dJS06, The proof of Lemma 6.4], there is a finite morphism ϕ
(hence, ϕ∗(OPn−2(1)) is ample) as following if X is not a quadric hypersur-
faces,
ϕ : F → Pn−2 = Pn/Span(p, q)
associate to a stable map (f : C → X, p, q) ∈ F a plane
Span(f(C)) ∈ Pn−2 = Pn/Span(p, q)
Notations: In this chapter, we fix the notations as following.
The boundary divisor of F , by ∆,
The universal family over F , by π : U → F ,
The universal stable map, by f : U → X,
The i-th universal section over F , by σi : F → U(i = 0, 1),
The first Chern Class of ϕ∗(OPn−2(1)), by λ.
Lemma 2.1.1. [dJS06, Lemma 5.1] With the notation as above, suppose
every point in a general fiber of ev parametrizes a curve whose irreducible
components are all free.
Then a general fiber F of ev is nonempty, smooth of the expected dimen-
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sion





Moreover, the boundary divisor of F is a simple normal crossings divisor
∆.
Proposition 2.1. The general fiber F is a smooth variety of dimension
n−2
∑
di+c+1 with a smooth boundary divisor ∆. Moreover, ∆ is complete
intersection in Pn of type (1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , d1−1, d1−1, d1, . . . , 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , dc−
1, dc − 1, dc).
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 2.1.1 and [dJS06, Corollary
5.11]. The second assertion follows from [dJHS11, Page 83 ,(2)].
2.2 Example
We provide an example to illustrate the main Theorem 2.8 by the residual
curve method.
Example 2.2.1. Suppose X3 is a smooth cubic hypersurface in Pn.For gen-
eral points p, q on X3, the line pq is not contained in X3, hence, pq meets
X3 another point r, in particular, the point r is a general point in X3. Since
a conic C determines a plane P by spanning C, hence, the intersection of P
and X3 is the union of C and a line passing through point r. We call this








Conversely, given a line l contained in X3 passing the point r, we take the
projective plane Q spanned by l and pq, the intersection Q
⋂
X3 is the union
of the line l and a conic passing through p and q. This gives an isomorphism
between F and the general fiber ev−1(r) of
ev :M0,1(X, 1)→ X
By [dJHS11, Page 83 ,(1)], we know it is a complete intersection of type
(1, 1, 2, 3) in Pn, in other words, it is a complete intersection of type of (2, 3)
in Pn−2.
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2.3 Embedding map And Projective Geome-
try
In this section, we prove the morphism
ϕ : F → Pn−2 = Pn/Span(p, q)
is a closed embedding map. We also give a general characterization of a
projective variety to be complete intersection, namely, Lemma 2.3.5.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let X be a smooth complete intersection X1 ∩ · · · ∩ Xc of
codimension c in Pn, where Xi are hypersurfaces of degree is at least 2 in Pn.














1. The line l is the line pq.
2. The rational map pr is the projection which projects Pn from the line
to Pn−2.
3. The rational map i is the natural rational inclusion.
Moreover, the target Pn−2 of the projection pr can be chosen as the intersec-
tion of two tangent projective spaces of X1 at points p and q.
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Proof. Let u ∈ U be a point that f(u) not in line l. Therefore, the line l and
point u determine a plane P2. We can identify the Pn−2 in the diagram above
with the intersection of two tangent planes of X1 at points p and q, hence,
the projection map pr is just the map mapping u to the point of intersection
of the P2 and the Pn−2. Since each plane contain l is determined uniquely by
a point in Pn−2, the diagram is commutative.
Lemma 2.3.2. Let X be a complete intersection as Lemma 2.3.1. The map
ϕ : F → Pn−2 = Pn/Span(p, q) is injective.
Proof. Let p ∈ X. Since X is smooth, the hypersurface Xi is smooth at
p by local calculations. Since the degree of Xi is at least 2, the complete
intersection X is linearly nondegenerate, i.e, not in any hyperplane. Hence,
we can pick up a general point q ∈ X not in the tangent hyperplane of Xi
at p. The line l = pq is transversal to each of these tangent hyperplanes. It
just means the multiplicity of the intersection of l and Xi at p is 1.
If ϕ is not injective, then there is a plane P2 whose intersection with X
contains a least two conics passing through p, q. Therefore, the intersection
of this P2 and Xi containing a least two conics C and C ′ passing through
p, q, it implies the multiplicity of the intersection of l and Xi at p is at least








Proposition 2.2. Let X be a smooth intersection X1 ∩ · · · ∩Xc, where Xi is
a hypersurface of degree ≥ 2. The map ϕ : F → Pn−2 = Pn/Span(p, q) is a
closed embedding.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.2, we only need to prove it is unramified, i.e, the
differential dϕ on the tangent space TpF of F at p is injective. We take a
nonzero vector v ∈ TpF and consider the normal vector field ṽ such that
π∗(ṽ) = v. The image of this vector field via df is a nonzero normal vector
field Nv. This normal vector field corresponds to the deformation of the
conics f(π−1(p)) with p, q fixed.
From Lemma 2.3.1, we know dϕ(v) = d(pr)∗(Nv) where Nv is a nonzero
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normal vector corresponds to a vector v as above.
Since we know the plane P2 spanned by the conics intersects X properly,
the tangent vectors of the conics at the smooth point lies on this plane. Hence
the normal vector field pointed out of this plane P2. From the interpretation
of ϕ from Lemma 2.3.1, we know dϕ(v) = d(pr)∗(Nv) is nonzero. Hence the
differential dϕ on the tangent space TpF of F at p is injective.
Lemma 2.3.3. With the notations as Proposition 2.2, the boundary divisor
∆ is a complete intersection of type (2, 2, . . . , d1−1, d1−1, d1, . . . , 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , dc−
1, dc − 1, dc) (just take out of the first two ”1” from the tuple in Proposition
2.1) with respect to the embedding map ϕ|∆ : ∆→ Pn−2 .
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we identify f(Z) with ∆, then the divisor ∆ is
complete intersection of type
(1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , d1 − 1, d1 − 1, d1, . . . , 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , dc − 1, dc − 1, dc)
in Pn, denote it by type I. Moreover, we can identify the Pn−2 with the
complete intersection of the tangent hyperplanes of X1 at the points p and
q. These two tangent hyperplanes are exactly contributed two ”1” to type
I. Hence, the divisor ∆ is in the Pn−2, hence, it completes the proof using
Lemma 2.3.1.
Lemma 2.3.4. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Suppose R has only one
minimal prime ideal p and Rp is reduced, then so R is.
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Proof. We consider the localization map
f : R→ Rp
We claim f is injective, therefore, the ring R is reduced since Rp is reduced.
In fact, we know the kernel of f is the smallest p-primary ideal by [AM69,
Exercise 4.11]. We also know R has no embedded associate primes by un-
mixedness theorem [Mat89]. Hence, from the primary decomposition of 0
[AM69, Chapter 4], we know
0 is a p-primary ideal.
So the kernal ker(f) of f is a subset of {0}, the ring morphism f is
injective. It completes the proof.
Lemma 2.3.5. Suppose X and Y are projective varieties and satisfy the
following conditions,
1. The varieties X and Y are smooth and X ⊆ Y ⊆ Pn.
2. The inclusion X ⊆ Y makes X a divisor of Y .
3. The variety X is a complete intersection in Pn defined by V (f1, f2, . . . , fn).
4. The divisor OY (X) = OY (deg(fn)) as Q-divisor.
5. The homogenous polynomials f1|Y = f2|Y = · · · = fn−1|Y = 0.
Then the variety Y is a complete intersection in Pn defined by V (f1, f2, . . . , fn−1).
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Proof. Since V (f1, f2, . . . , fn) = X is a divisor of Y and f1|Y = f2|Y =
· · · = fn−1|Y = 0, the variety Y is one of the irreducible components of
the equidimensional algebraic set Zred, where Z = V (f1|Y = f2|Y = · · · =
fn−1|Y = 0).
We claim that Zred has only one irreducible components Y .
In fact, if Zred = Y ∪W and W is the union of other components rather
than Y , then Z is connected. Moreover, it is not smooth at the point in Y ∩W .
So the locus V (fn) of fn does not meet Y ∩W , otherwise, X = V (fn) ∩ Z
is not smooth at the points of V (fn) ∩ Y ∩W by local calculation on the
tangent space. It implies that
X = V (fn) ∩ Z = (V (fn) ∩ Y ) ∪ (V (fn) ∩W )
is a non-trivial decomposition. It also implies X is reducible. It is a contra-
diction.
We claim Y = Z as schemes.
In fact, we already prove that Y = (Z)red. We only need to prove that
Z is reduced. Since Z is a complete intersection, it is Cohen-Macaulay. By
Lemma 2.3.4, if Z is reduced at the generic point, then it implies Z is reduced
at every point. Since Z is reduced at the generic point, it is equivalent to
[Z] = Zred where [Z] is the fundamental class of Z see [Ful98, Chapter 1].
Therefore, we reduce to prove [Z] = Zred. Since we have that [Z] = kZred
for some k ∈ N and
[Z] · OY (deg(fn)) = [X] = [Y ] · OY (X),
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therefore, we get
kZred · OY (deg(fn)) = Zred · OY (X)
By the assumption of the lemma, we imply that k=1. It completes the
proof.
2.4 Smoothness and Chern Classes
Definition 2.4.1. With the notation as above, we consider the following
universal family of conics
π : U → F .
The singular locus Z of π is defined by the first fitting ideal of the relative
differential sheaf ΩU/F .
Lemma 2.4.2. [Mum77, Page 101 ii] For π : U → F , suppose ωU/F is the
dualizing sheaf and IZ is the ideal sheaf of singular lcous of π , then we have
ΩU/F = ωU/F ⊗ IZ
.
Proof. Once notice that the general fiber of π is a smooth conics on X, the
proof directly follows from [Mum77, Page 101 ii].
Lemma 2.4.3. [ACG11, Proposition 2.1 Chapter X] A proper surjective
morphism π : X → S of analytic spaces is a family of nodal curves if and
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only if the following holds. For any p ∈ X, either is smooth at p with
one-dimensional fibers, or else, setting s = π(p), there is a neighborhood of
p which is isomorphic, as a space over S, to a neighborhood of (0, s) in the
analytic subspace of C2 × S with equation
xy = f
where f is a function on a neighborhood of s in S whose germ at s belongs to
the maximal ideal of OS,s.
Proposition 2.3. The universal family of conics U is a projective smooth
variety.
Proof. Since F is smooth, we only need to prove U is smooth at those nodal
points of conics. By Lemma 2.4.3, we only need to prove the Jacobian of
the funtion xy − f does not vanish at any point. Moreover, we know the
boundary divisor ∆ of F is smooth and locally defined by f. Hence, the
Jacobian of f does not vanish anywhere, which implies the Jacobian of xy−f
does not vanish either. It completes the proof.
Proposition 2.4. The nodal locus Z is smooth subvariety of codimension 2
in the universal family of conics F , moreover, it is isomorphic to the bound-
ary divisor ∆ via the morphism π.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4.3, we know the equation which defines U around a
nodal point is given by xy − f in a neighborhood of (0, s) in the analytic
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subspace of C2 × F . Since the nodal locus Z is defined by the first fitting
ideal of the relative differential sheaf ΩU/F , the analytically local equations
of nodal locus in U is given by (x, y).
Hence, in a neighborhood of (0, s) ∈ C2 ×F , the equations to define the
locus Z are (xy − f, x, y) . Therefore, the nodal locus is isomorphic (via the
morphism π) to the analytic subspace of F which is defined by the function
f . Since the equation f defines the divisor ∆, it completes the proof.
Remark 2.4.4. In the language of algebraic geometry, we have the following
presentation. Suppose a point z ∈ U is a nodal point of the curve Uπ(z). If







Spec(ÔF ,π(z)) ⊆ F
where the ring ÔU ,z equals to the ring ÔF ,π(z)[[x, y]]/(xy − a)) and a is an
element in ÔF ,π(z), see Lemma 2.4.3. The nodal locus Z is defined by (x, y)
in ÔU ,z.










Proof. See [Har77, Appendix A] or [Ful98].
Lemma 2.4.6. We define the total Todd Class td(Tπ) of the relative tangent
sheaf of π to be
td(TU)
π∗td(TF)
Then we have the i-th Todd Class tdi(Tπ) = (−1)itdi(ΩU/F).
Proof. We denote tdi(Tπ) by tdi. By the definition of tdi, we have
(1 + td1 + td2 + . . . )π
∗td(TF) = td(TU)
Since we know
0→ π∗ΩF → ΩU → ΩU/F → 0
and we have similar equality
td(ΩU) = π
∗td(ΩF)td(ΩU/F)
, this lemma follows from
tdi(TF) = (−1)itdi(ΩF)
tdi(TU) = (−1)itdi(ΩU)
Lemma 2.4.7. If we denote the relative differential sheaf of U over F by
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ΩU/F and the dualizing sheaf by ωU/F , then we have the following identities
ch0(ΩU/F) = 1,








Proof. Just use Lemma 2.4.2 and ωU/F is a line bundle on U , we have
ch(ΩU/F) = ch(ωU/F ⊗ IZ) = ch(ωU/F)ch(IZ)
Hence, expanding the right side, this lemma just follows directly from Lemma
2.4.8.
Lemma 2.4.8. We denote IZ for the ideal sheaf of the nodal locus in U , we
have that
ch0(IZ) = 1 ,
c1(IZ) = 0 , ch1(IZ) = 0
c2(IZ) = [Z] , ch2(IZ) = −c2(IZ) = −[Z]
where [Z] is the fundamental class of Z and the map i is the natural inclusion
i : Z ⊆ U .
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Proof. From Propositions 2.3, Propositions 2.4 and [Ful98, Example 15.3.5
Page 298], we have
c(i∗O) = 1− i∗(c(N∨Z/U)−1)
= 1− i∗(1 + c1(N∨Z/U)−1) + . . .
= 1− [Z]− i∗(c1(NZ/U)) + . . .
Where . . . are higher codimensional cycles. From the exact sequence,
0→ IZ → OU → i∗OZ → 0
by the Whitney product formula, we have
1 = c(IZ)c(i∗OZ)
Expand the right hand side and comparing terms, it gives the proof of the
lemma.
2.5 Integral Cycle Relation
Lemma 2.5.1. We have the following relations










we notes that the fiber Ux over x ∈ F is a conic in a P2. Hence, the dualizing
sheaf ωUx equals to (f |Ux)∗(OX(−1)) canonically. It implies ωU/F ⊗ f ∗OX(1)
is fiberwise-trivial. By the base change theorem, it implies that there is a
line bundle L on F such that
π∗L = ωU/F ⊗ f ∗OX(1) (2.1)
Therefore, we have that
L = σ∗0(π
∗L) = σ∗0ωU/F ⊗ (f ◦ σ0)∗OX(1) = σ∗0ωU/F
The last equality is due to f ◦σ0 = p. Since the image of σ0 is on the smooth










On the other hand, the line bundle σ∗0TU/F is induced by the following map
ρ.
The line pq and tangent vector of TpC determine a plane which is spanned
by f(C), where f : C → X is a conic passing p and q on X. Let ρ be the
following morphism
ρ : F → Pn−2
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which associates to the triples [C, f, σ0] a point Span(p, q, df∗(Tσ0))/Span(p, q) ∈
Pn−2. The morphism ρ is the same as the morphism ϕ and we have σ∗0TU/F =
ρ∗OPn−2(−1). Therefore,
L = σ∗0ωU/F = ρ
∗OPn−2(1) = ϕ∗OPn−2(1)
Combining with equality (2.1), it completes the proof.
Lemma 2.5.2. For i=0,1, we have [σi]
2 = −σi∗(λ).
Proof. Since σi are divisors, we have
[σi]
2 = σi∗(c1(Nσi/U)) = σi∗(σ
∗
i c1(TU/F)) = −σi∗(λ)
Lemma 2.5.3. With the notations as before, we have
c1(f
∗OPn(1)) = [σ0] + [σ1] + π∗λ
Proof. It is not that hard to prove this lemma if one know the precise def-
inition of ϕ. we refer to [dJS06, Lemma 6.4 page 33]. Here, we provide an
alternative way to discover this lemma from Lemma 2.3.1. In fact, we can
consider a hyperplane H passing through p and q in Pn to be the rationally
pull back of a hyperplane in Pn−2 via the map pr in Lemma 2.3.1. Away
from pq, the commutativity of the diagram in Lemma 2.3.1 provides the fac-
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tor π∗λ in the equality. Since H passing through p and q, it provides the
factor [σ0] + [σ1].
Lemma 2.5.4. [dJS06, Lemma 6.4]As Q-divisor, we have
π∗f
∗c1(OPn(1))2 = 2λ
Proof. The first statement is from Lemma 2.5.2 and Lemma 2.5.3.
Corollary 2.5. With the notation as before, we have an identity as following,
c1(ωU/F)
2 = −π∗λ2 + f ∗(O(1)2)− 2π∗λ([σ0] + [σ1])
In particular, we have π∗(c1(ωU/F)
2) = −2λ as Q-divisor.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5.1, we have
c1(ωU/F)
2 = π∗λ2 + f ∗(O(1)2)− 2π∗λf ∗O(1)
By Lemma 2.5.3, we have
c1(f
∗OPn(1)) = [σ0] + [σ1] + π∗λ
hence, after combining these two facts, we complete the proof. The last
statement is due to the projection formula and Lemma 2.5.4.
Lemma 2.5.5. The boundary divisor ∆ of F equals to 2λ as Q-divisor.
Proof. Proposition 2.3 ensures us to apply the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch
Theorem [Ful98, Chapter 15] to π : U → F . By Lemma 2.4.5, Lemma 2.4.6
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and Lemma 2.4.7, we have (tdTπ)≤2 (up to degree 2) equals to












By Lemma 2.4.8, we have (up to degree 2)
ch(IZ)≤2 = 1− [Z]
Therefore, the degree 2 term is






By easy calculations, we claim that
1. π!OU = OF
2. π!OZ = O∆
In fact, we have a short exact sequence,
0→ OP1(−b)→ OC → OP2 → 0
where P1 and P2 are P1 , the curve C = P1 ∨P2 and the point b is the wedge
point. From the exact sequence, we have that h1(C,OC) = 0. Hence, by the
base change theorem, we have that Riπ∗OU = 0 for all i ≥ 1. It implies that
π!OU = OF .
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To prove π!OZ = O∆, we only need to prove Riπ∗OZ = 0 for all i ≥ 1.










where i and j are inclusions. By Proposition 2.4, we have that the map δ
is an isomorphism. Since the inclusions i and j are closed immersion, the
spectral sequence, see [Har66],
Rkπ∗(R
li∗(OZ))⇒ Rk+l(j ◦ δ)∗(OZ) = Rk+lj∗(O∆)
degenerates. Since Rk+lj∗(O∆) is 0 and Rli∗(OZ) = 0 for all k + l ≥ 1 and
l ≥ 1, it implies that Riπ∗OZ = 0. By G.R.R, we have that
π∗(ch(IZ) · td(Tπ)) = ch(π!(IZ)) = ch(π!(OU)− π!(OZ))
We have the right hand side as
RHS = ch(OF − j∗O∆)
= ch(OF)− ch(j∗O∆)
= ch(OF(−∆))
Hence, the degree 1 term of RHS is −[∆]. By Proposition 2.4 and the equality
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(2.2), the degree 1 term of the LHS is









Comparing the degree 1 terms of both sides, in CH1(F)Q, the RHS equals to






1(ω)). Hence, the divisor ∆ equals
to 2λ as Q-divisors by Corollary 2.5.
Definition 2.5.6. Let M be a functor from the category of C-algebraic
schemes to the category of sets as following,
M : {C− Alg Schemes} → Sets
which associates to a scheme S a set M(S) consisting of a family of conics
π1 : C → S as following,
1. the curve C is a subscheme of S × Pn which is proper and flat over S.
2. the Hilbert polynomial of Cs is 2t + 1, i.e, Cs is conics where s is a
close point of S.
3. the inverse schemes f−1(p) and f−1(q) are closed subschemes of C
such that π1|f−1(p) and π1|f−1(q) are isomorphisms where the map f is




⊆ S × Pn pr2 // P
n
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Lemma 2.5.7. The functor M is representable by a subscheme M rep of the
Hilbert scheme Hilb2t+1(Pn) parameterizing the conics in Pn.







// Hilb2t+1(Pn)× Pn // Pn
Hilb2t+1(Pn)
where C is the universal family of conics in Pn. We let Ip be the fiber scheme
f−1(p) and Iq be the fiber scheme f
−1(q). Since the scheme theoretical in-
tersection Ip ∩ g−1(s) is empty or a closed point of the curve g−1(s) for each
point s ∈ Hilb2t+1(Pn), the restriction g|Ip is proper, one to one, and un-
ramified. Therefore, the morphism g|Ip is a closed embedding and the closed
subscheme g(Ip) parametrizes the conics passing through point p. Similarly,
the morphism g|Iq is a closed embedding. The scheme theoretical intersection
of g(Ip) and g(Iq) gives a scheme M
rep which represents the functor M .
Lemma 2.5.8. With the notations as Lemma 2.5.7, there exists an open
subscheme M o of M which is parameterizing the conics C(either smooth or
P1
∨
P1) satisfy the following properties,
1. the cone are passing through p, q ∈ Pn,
2. it does not contain the line pq as a component.
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Proof. We claim that the locus L (in M) of the conics which contains the line
pq as a component is closed. In fact, each such conic uniquely corresponds
to a pair (P2, l) where P2 is a projective plane containing points p, q and l is
a line in this plane. It is clear that these pairs are parametrized by a proper
space Pn−2 × G(1, 2), where G(1, 2) is a Grassmann. Therefore, the claim
is clear. Since M o is the complement of L in M , the scheme M o is open
subscheme of M .
Lemma 2.5.9. The scheme M o is smooth over C
Proof. We are going to give a deformation argument to prove this lemma.
Let C be a conic in Pn. Consider the following diagram, we denote the
















where the morphism f is the composition of the natural inclusion C̃ ⊆M o×
Pn and the second projection pr2 : M o × Pn → Pn, the maps σp and σq are
sections induced by the isomorphisms π|f−1(p) and π|f−1(q).
Since the obstruction space Obs(Hilb2t+1(Pn)[C]) of deforming the closed
subscheme C ⊆ Pn is in H1(C,NC/Pn), see [Kol96, Chapter I] for details.
Since f · σp and f · σq are constants, it is easy to see the obstruction space
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Obs(M[C]) of functor M at the point [C], where [C] ∈M o, is
H1(C,NC/Pn(−p− q))
For details of an obstruction space for a functor, we refer the reader to
[Ser06]. In the following, we prove that H1(C,NC/Pn(−p− q)) equals to 0 for
each point [C] ∈ M o. In fact, since the conic C is in Pn, it is actually in a
projective plane P2 ⊆ Pn, we have a short exact sequence as following,
0→ NC/P2 → NC/Pn → NP2/Pn|C → 0




1. H1(C,OP2(1)|C) = 0
2. H1(C,OC) = 0
Since OP2(1)|C
⊗
OC(−p − q) is equal to OC , due to the claim, it is clear
that the lemma is following from the long exact sequence of cohomology
corresponds to the short exact sequence above. To prove the claim, we need
to consider the following two cases,
1. If C is smooth, i.e, C ∼= P1, then OP2(1)|C ∼= OC(2). Therefore, we
have that
H1(C,OP2(1)|C) = 0,
H1(C,OP2|C) = H1(C,OC) = 0.
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2. If C = C1
∨
C2 where C1 ∼= C2 ∼= P1 and the intersection C1 ∩ C2 is a
point r, then we have the following short exact sequence,
0→ OC2(−r)→ OC → OC1 → 0.
Therefore, by H1(C1,OC1) = 0 and H1(C2,OC2(−r)) = 0, we have that
H1(C,OC) = 0
it also induces a short exact sequence as following,
0→ OP2(1)|C2 ⊗OC2(−r)→ OP2(1)|C → OP2(1)|C1 → 0
Since OP2(1)|C2 ⊗OC2(−r) is OC2 and OP2(1)|C1 is OC1(1), it implies that
H1(C,OP2(1)|C) = 0
Definition 2.5.10. Let M ′ is a functor from C− algebraic schemes to Sets,
M ′ : {C− Alg Schemes} → Sets
which associates to a scheme S a set M ′(S) consisting of a family of breaking
lines π2 : C
′ → S as following,
1. C ′ ∈M o(S).
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2. π2|Z is an isomorphism where Z is the nodal locus of π2.
Lemma 2.5.11. With the notation as above, we have
1. M ′ is a subfunctor of the functor Hom( ,M o).
2. M ′ is representable by a scheme ∆1.
Proof. The first assertion is clear. To prove the second assertion, we observe
that the nodal locus Z on the universal conics π : C̃|Mo → M o is defined
by the first fitting ideal of the relative differential sheaf ΩC̃|Mo/Mo , see the
notations in Lemma 2.5.9. Suppose a point z ∈ Z, by Remark 2.4.4, the ring
ÔC,z is isomorphic to ÔMo,π(z)[[x, y]]/(xy − a) via the morphism π, where
a ∈ ÔC,z. Moreover, the nodal locus Z around z is defined by the ideal
(x, y). Since we have
ÔMo,π(z)[[x, y]]/(xy − a)
(x, y)
∼= ̂((OMo,π(z))/a),
the morphism π|Z is a closed immersion into M o which is analytically iso-
morphic to
Spec ̂((OMo,π(z))/a)
around π(z). So we take ∆1 be the subscheme π(Z) ⊆M o.
Lemma 2.5.12. With the notations as 2.5.11, we have
∆1 ' Pn − pq
where pq is just a line passing through p and q.
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where σ is a section of π′ induced by the isomorphism π′|Z . In particular,
the composition f ′ ·σ is the locus of the singular points of the singular conics
which correspond to points in M o. To give a tangent vector of M ′, it is
equivalent to give a morphism from the dual number to M ′ as following,
v : Spec(C[ε])→M ′
The morphism v corresponds to the first deformation of the singular conic
C = C1 ∪C2 where C1 and C2 are P1 and the intersection C1 ∩C2 is a point










The map f ′ · σ · v corresponds to a tangent vector of Pn − pq at the point r.
It is clear that this correspondence is one-to-one onto the tangent space of











A point s of Pn − pq determines a unique singular conic C = C1 ∪ C2 where
C1 and C2 are P1 and p ∈ C1, q ∈ C2, therefore, there is a bijection morphism
as following,
T : Pn − pq →M ′
which induces an isomorphism on the tangent bundles TPn−pq ∼= TM ′ . There-
fore, T is an isomorphism.
For the smooth scheme M o, as for the general fiber F , we also have a
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morphism
ψ : M o → Pn−2
where ψ is sending a conic in Pn to its spanning plane.
In summary, the smooth scheme M o is the subscheme of Hilb2t+1(Pn),
which parameterizes the conics (either smooth or P1
∨
P1) passing through
p, q ∈ Pn and not containing the line pq as a component.
In particular, a conic C parametrized by M o is smooth at p and q, there-
fore, we can canonically associate to a point [C] ∈ M o a point in ∆1 which
corresponds to the union of the tangent line of C at p and q. In the language
of functors, we can construct a morphism between two functors
r : Hom( ,M o)→M ′ = Hom( ,∆1)
as following,
1. Suppose [p:C→ S] is a point of M o(S), by the morphism ψ defined











where (Span C)s is the projective plane spanned by Cs in Pn and the
maps sp, sq are sections of g induced by the point p, q ∈ Pn respectively.
Therefore, the scheme SpanC is a P2 bundle over S, i.e, there is a vector
bundle E of rank 3 over S such that SpanC ' P(E) over S.
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where the section sp sends a point s ∈ S to a point ([0 : 1 : 0], s)
and the section sq sends s ∈ S to a point ([1 : 0 : 0], s). In the










2 of degree 2 in OS[X0, X1, X2], where aijk are
in OS.
3. Since the equations of the tangent lines of G are determined by the
derivative of G, in P2 × S, we have the family of tangent lines Lp of C
at the point p = [0 : 1 : 0] is defined by a linear equation
b0X0 + b1X1 + b2X2 = 0
where bi is in OS. Similarly, we have the family of tangent lines Lq of






where b′i is in OS.
4. The locus Z of the intersection points of these two families Lp, Lq of
lines are given by Cramers’ rule, namely, the coordinates of points in
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Therefore, we can associate to the scheme S (locally) a morphism e :
S → P2×S. The composition of e and the inclusion P2×S = P(E) ⊆ Pn
factors through ∆1 × S = (Pn − pq)× S ⊆ Pn × S. It is easy to check
the morphisms defined locally on S can be patch to define a morphism
h : S → ∆1×S. Therefore it gives a natural transformation r between
the functor M o and the functor M ′ as following
r(S) : M0(S)→ Hom(S,∆1) = M ′(S)
which associates to a point [p : C → S] inM0(S) a point inHom(S,∆1) =
M ′(S) corresponding to h : S → ∆1 × S above.
In particular, a point in M o corresponding to a singular conic associates
to itself the same conic via the natural transformation r. In other words, the
map r is a retraction of ∆1 ⊆M o.See the following Figure.
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Figure 3
By using the natural transformation r, we have an inclusion (⊆, r) : M o ⊆











where the section i is the natural inclusion morphism, the scheme M o is
dense in its closure M o (inside Hil2t+1(Pn) × ∆1), and the closure M o ⊆
Hil2t+1(Pn)×∆1 is proper over ∆1.
Lemma 2.5.13. The scheme M o is a P1-bundle over ∆1
Proof. First, we claim the fiber of r′ is P1. In fact, a point in ∆1 corresponds
to a P1
∨
P1 lies in a plane P2. We can assume in this plane,
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p = [0 : 1 : 0] and q = [1 : 0 : 0]
The P1
∨
P1 is union of two lines L1 : x0 = 0 and L2 : x1 = 0. Therefore, we
have p ∈ L1 and p ∈ L2. Moreover, the conics passing through p and q which
have the tangent lines at p (resp. q) is L1 (resp. L2) are exactly defined by
ax22 + bx0x1 = 0
where [a : b] is a point in P1. Since we do not allow a conic to be a double
line passing through p and q, we have b 6= 0. It means the fiber of r is
P1 − [1 : 0], i.e , it is an affine line A1. When we compactify the map r to
be r′, in the compactification we allow b = 0, in other words, it is to say
that the fiber of r′ is P1. Therefore, the push forward r′∗(OMo(i(∆1))) of the
line bundle OMo(i(∆1)) is a vector bundle of rank two by the base change








The map h induced by the base change theorem is an isomorphism.
Lemma 2.5.14. M o is a line bundle over ∆1.
Proof. For each point b ∈ ∆1 = Pn−pq, we associate to it a point (C, b) ∈M o,
where C is the double line passing through p and q determined by the plane
spanned by (p, q, b). It induces a morphism s which is a section of r′ such
that M o = M o− s(∆1). Therefore, the space M o is a P1-bundle over ∆1 and
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M o is a line bundle over ∆1. The proof is complete.
Lemma 2.5.15. The picard group Pic(M o) is Z. In particular, ∆1 = mε
and ψ∗(OPn−2(1)) = hε, where ε is the generator of Pic(M o).
Proof. By Lemma 2.5.14, the scheme M o is a line bundle over ∆1. By the s-
moothness of M o and ∆1 (Lemma 2.5.9 and Lemma 2.5.12), we have Pic(M
o)
equal to Pic(∆1), see [Ful98]. Since ∆1 is Pn−pq, the Picard group Pic(∆1)
is equal to Z (to remove a subset of codimension greater than 2 does not
affect the picard group). The proof of the lemma is complete.
Theorem 2.6. The boundary divisor ∆ of F is linearly equivalent to 2λ.
Proof. Since F and ∆ are smooth varieties, from the moduli interpretation










o ψ // Pn−2
where the square is fiber product. By Lemma 2.5.15 and the diagram above,
denote k = h
m
(see Lemma 2.5.15), as Q-divisor, we have,
∆ = h∗(∆1) = k · h∗(ψ∗(O(1))) = k · ϕ∗(O(1)) = k · λ
By Lemma 2.5.5, as Q-divisors, we have ∆ = 2λ, therefore it implies k = 2.
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It also implies that, as divisor, we have
∆1 = 2ψ
∗(O(1))
Therefore, as divisor, we have
∆ = h∗(∆1) = 2 · h∗(ψ∗(O(1))) = 2 · ϕ∗(O(1)) = 2 · λ
Remark 2.5.16. There is a geometrical explanation for k = 2. Suppose
that we choose a smooth quadric hypersurface X ⊆ Pn which contains p and
q. If we choose a line l in the image ψ(M o) ⊆ Pn/Span(p, q) = Pn−2, then
it corresponds to a linear family of planes in Pn which contains the line pq.
The total space of this family maps into a P3 in Pn. Hence, the intersection
X ∩ P3 is a quadric surface. It is P1 × P1. By the definition of the line l,
we have the set theoretical intersection number ψ∗(OPn−2(1)) · l is one. The
geometrical meaning of the intersection number of ∆ · l is the number of
{the singular conic P1 ∨ P1 on X ∩ P3 which passes through p and q}
By the classical geometry, we know set theoretical intersection number is
exactly two. This number is supposed to be k. However, this argument only
proves the set intersections are two points. The worse thing is that, when
X is a quadric hypersurface, the corresponding fiber ”F” is not necessary
smooth. So this geometrical argument is just heuristic, that is why we need





2.6 Main Theorem and Applications
Proposition 2.7. Suppose ∆ and F are smooth projective varieties in PN .
If the following conditions are satisfied,
1. the variety ∆ ⊆ F is a divisor of the smooth projective variety F .
2. dim∆ ≥ 1,
3. the divisor ∆ is a complete intersection in PN of type (d1, . . . , dc) where
di ≥ 1,
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4. the divisor ∆ is defined by a homogeneous polynomial of degree d1 re-
stricted to F .
then the fiber F is a complete intersection of type (d2, . . . , dc) in PN .
Proof. By the assumption, the divisor ∆ is V (F1, . . . , Fc) where Fi is a ho-
mogenous polynomial on PN of degree di. Since OF(∆) = OF(d1), we have
a short exact sequence
0 // OF(−d1)
·Q
// OF // O∆ // 0
where Q ∈ H0(F ,OF(d1)) defines ∆ ∈ F . By the lemma below, we can
pick a Q ∈ H0(PN ,OPN (d1)) such that Q|F = Q, hence, we have Q ∈
H0(PN , I∆(d1)) where I∆ is the ideal sheaf of ∆.




























induces an short exact sequence
0→ IF → I∆ → OF(−d1)→ 0
this short exact sequence induces an exact sequence
0 // Γ(PN , IF(m)) // Γ(PN , I∆(m)) δ
′
// Γ(F ,OF(m− d1)) (2.5)
We take m = di = degFi in (2.5) and note that Γ(F ,OF(di − d1)) = 0,
hence we have
Γ(PN , IF(di)) = Γ(PN , I∆(di))
The claim is clear.
Since degree of Q equals to d1, we have Q =
∑
HkFi1 with degFi1 ≤ d1.
By the claim above and Q 6= 0, we can assume all the Fik with degFik = d1,
i.e, Hk are constants. Since Q is nonzero, we can assume Q = a1F1 + . . . ,
where a1 is a nonzero constant. Hence, we can replace F1 by Q such that
∆ = V (Q,F2, . . . , Fc)
By the diagram chasing, we know the map
δ′ : Γ(PN , I∆(m))→ Γ(F ,OF(m− d1))
maps F ∈ Γ(PN , I∆(m)) to u ∈ Γ(F ,OF(m − d1)) where m ≥ d1 and u is
any section of OF(m− d1) satisfying F |F = u · (Q|F).
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By Lemma 2.6.1 below, there exist U ∈ Γ(PN , I∆(m − d1)) such that
U |F = u. Therefore, we have
1. F − U ·Q ∈ Γ(PN , I∆(m))
2. (F − U ·Q)|F = 0
By those two conclusions, we have δ′(F−U ·Q) = 0, hence, we have F−U ·Q ∈
Γ(F , IF (m)) by the exactness of sequence (2.5). Therefore, we can take F to
be Fi whose degree ≥ d1, there exists homogenous polynomials Ui such that
(Fi − Ui ·Q)|F = 0 (2.6)
Suppose the degrees of F2, . . . , Fl ≥ d1 and the degree of Fl+1, . . . , Fc < d1.
Since the divisor ∆ is equal to V (Q,F2−U2 ·Q, . . . , Fl−Ul ·Q,Fl+1, . . . , Fc),
(2.6), by the claim that we proved before, we have, also by by Lemma 2.3.5,
F = V (F2 − U2 ·Q, . . . , Fc)
Therefore, the fiber F is a complete intersection variety of type (d2, . . . , dc)
in PN .
Lemma 2.6.1. With the same condition as Proposition 2.7, the restriction
map
Γ(PN ,OPN (m))→ Γ(F ,OF(m))
is surjective for every m ∈ N
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Proof. Since the dimension of ∆ is at least 1 and the boundary ∆ is complete
intersection via ϕ, we have
g : Γ(PN ,OPN (m))→ Γ(∆,O∆(m))
is surjective. We prove the lemma by induction. In fact, we have the following
diagram




0 // OF(−d1) // OF // O∆ // 0
Therefore, we have the following diagram









0 // Γ(OF(m− d1)) // Γ(OF(m)) // Γ(∆,O∆(m))
By the induction hypothesis, we have the map h is surjective. From the
above, we know g is surjective, it implies that the map h is surjective by the
snake lemma. It completes the proof.
Theorem 2.8. Suppose X is a smooth complete intersection variety ,but




di − c+ 1. Consider the map
ev :M0,2(X, 2)→ X ×X
If F is the general fiber of the evaluation map ev, then its dimension is
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n + 1− 2
c∑
i=1
di + c and ,via the map ϕ : F → Pn−2, the general fiber F is a
smooth complete intersection variety in Pn−2 of type
(1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , d1 − 1, d1 − 1, d1, . . . , 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , dc − 1, dc − 1, dc)− (1, 1, 2)
where the subtraction means remove two hyperplanes and one quadratic from
(1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , d1 − 1, d1 − 1, d1, . . . , 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , dc − 1, dc − 1, dc)
i.e, it just means there are 2c−2’s hyperplanes and 2c−1’s quadrics contribute
to the equations to define F .
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.3, we can suppose the complete intersection ϕ(∆) is
defined by complete equations
(Q,F1, . . . , Fl, H1, . . . , Hk)
where deg(Q) = 2, deg(Hi) = 1 and deg(Fi) ≥ 2.
Since the inequality n ≥ 2
c∑
i=1
di − c+ 1 ensures the dimension of ∆ ≥ 1,
the theorem is due to Proposition 2.7 if we can prove that the boundary
divisor ∆ is defined by a quadratic equation restricted to F . Since we have
Theorem 2.6, the ideal sheaf of ∆ in F is OF(−2), it is enough to find a
quadratic equation vanishing on the divisor ∆ but not on the fiber F . As in
the proof of Lemma 2.5.1, we have the morphism ρ
ρ : F → Pn−2
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which associates to a point (C, f, σ0, σ1) a point Span(p, q, df∗(Tσ0))/Span(p, q) ∈
Pn−2. The map ρ is the same as the map ϕ. The image of ρ is inside the
intersection of the projective tangent spaces PTX,p and PTX,q of X at the
points p and q. By Lemma 2.3.3, inside PTX,p, the equations which define
the boundary divisor ∆ has at least 2 quadratic equations Q1 and Q2. The
codimension of their intersection is 2. Since the smoothness of F is due to
generic smoothness of the evaluation map
ev :M0,2(X, 2)→ X ×X
, for any tangent direction l in TX,p, we have l = df∗TC,σ0 for some (C, f, σ0, σ1) ∈
F . Since for a general tangent direction l, it does not hit the intersection
V (Q1) ∩ V (Q2) where V (Qi) is a variety defined by Qi. In other words, we
can choose a general point (C, f, σ0, σ1) ∈ F such that df∗TC,σ0 does not hit
V (Q1) ∩ V (Q2). So the quadrics Q1 and Q2 are not vanishing on F (via
the inclusion map ϕ) simultaneously, but vanishing on ∆. It completes the
proof.
In the paper [dJS06], it proves that the low degree complete intersections
are rationally simply connected. They use induction argument and base on
F is rationally connected when m = 2.
Proposition 2.9. [dJS06] Suppose n ≥ 2
c∑
i=1
di − c + 1 and m = 2. If the
variety X is a smooth complete intersection of type
(d1, d2, . . . , dc−1, dc)
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i > 0. Then F is a Fano variety,
hence, a rationally connected variety.
Proof. By the Theorem 2.8 and adjunction formula, the canonical bundle of
F is


















i > 0, we know F is Fano. It completes
the proof.
Suppose the complete intersection variety X ′ is cut out from the complete
intersection variety X by n − s general hyperplanes and s ≥ 2. We denote
the general fibers of the evaluation map correspond to X ′ by F ′. It is clear








Ps−m  // Pn−m
(2.7)
If F ′ is just discrete points, i.e, dimF ′=0, then the numbers of these
points is just the number of conics on X ′ passing through 2 general points
in X ′. Therefore, we have the following proposition
Proposition 2.10. [Bea95, page 8] Let X be a smooth complete intersection
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of degree (d1, . . . , dr) in Pn+r, with n = 2
c∑
i=1
(di − 1) − 1. Then the number





2, where d is the
degree of X.
Proof. We can assume the variety X is cut by hyperplanes from a smooth
complete intersection Y of type (d1, . . . , dr) and Y ⊆ Pe has sufficiently large
dimension. The degree of the general fiber F ⊆ Pe−2 which corresponds to
Y has an enumerative geometrical interpretation as above.
More precisely, a point in the Pe−2 corresponds to a plane containing the
line pq by Lemma 2.3.1. More general, a sub-projective space Pk ⊆ Pe−2
corresponds to a Pk+2 spanned by this Pk and pq. So if we take a Pl with
complementary dimension, i.e, l+dim(F) = e−2, to intersect F transversally,
then the number of the intersection points counts the number of conics in
the X = Pl+2 ∩ Y passing through p and q. In other words, the degree(F) is
# {conics on X which is passing through two general points p and q}
By Theorem 2.8, the degree of F is
1





It completes the proof.
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Chapter 3
Rational Normal Curves on
Complete Intersections
In Section 3, we give an example to illustrate the main theorem. In Section 4,
we provide necessary preparations. In Section 5, we classify all the possibili-
ty of the degeneration types of stable maps with arithmetic genus 0 passing
through m general points, roughly speaking, the components of stable map-
s corresponding points in F are rational normal curves. The argument is
elementary but very delicate. In Section 6, we discuss some geometry prop-
erties of rational normal curves, the main tools are a theorem due to Z. Ran
to analyze the normal bundles of rational normal curves and theory of Hirze-
bruch surface. In Section 7, we use the results in section 5 and 6 to give
a deformation argument for showing that we can naturally embed F into a
projective space by using a natural linear system. In Section 8, we use an
idea following from the paper [Kee92] to interpret the universal family over
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the moduli space Ft as blow-up of Ft×P1. In this way, we prove some cycle
relations on the moduli space Ft. In Section 9 and 10, we prove the main
theorem of this paper and give some applications to questions arising from
rational simple connectedness, enumerative geometry and the Picard group
of moduli space.
3.1 Setup
We work over the complex numbers C. Suppose X is a projective variety in
Pn, the Kontsevich moduli spaceM0,m(X, e) parameterizes data (C, f, x1, . . . , xm)
of
(i) a proper, connected, at-worst-nodal, arithmetic genus 0 curve C,
(ii) an ordered collection x1, . . . , xm of distinct smooth points of C,
(iii) and a morphism f : C → X whose image has degree e in Pn
such that (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) has only finitely many automorphisms. There is
an evaluation morphism
ev :M0,m(X, e)→ Xm, (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) 7→ (f(x1), . . . , f(xm)).
The Kontsevich moduli space M0,m(X, e) is a Deligne-Mumford stack, we
refer [BM96] for the construction. Let n,m, c, d1, . . . , dc be numbers such
that n,m, c, di ∈ N, n ≥ m ≥ 3, c ≤ n, and di ≥ 2. Let X be a smooth
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complete intersection of type (d1, d2, . . . , dc) in Pn. Let the points p1, . . . , pm
be points on X in general position (see [Har95, Page 7] for details) and F
be the fiber ev−1(p1, . . . , pm) such that F is a general fiber of the evaluation
map ev.





(p1, p2, . . . , pm) ∈ X × . . .×X
In this chapter, we fix the notations n,m, di, c, ev, pi, X and F . We also
assume X is not a quadric hypersurface in Pn.
3.2 Example
Example 3.2.1. Suppose a non-singular projective variety X22 is a complete
intersection of two quadric hypersurfaces F1 and F2 in Pn. We consider a
general fiber F3 of the evaluation map,
ev3 :M0,3(X22, 3)→ X22 ×X22 ×X22
where F3 is over (p, q, r). Since the intersection of F1 and F2 on the P2 =
Span(p, q, r) is four points, we can assume the fourth point differ from p, q, r
is w. Since p, q, r are general points of X22, we can assume w is a general
point.
Suppose (C, f, x1, x2, x3) is a point in F , hence, the projective space Spanf(C)
is P3. The intersection of X22 and Spanf(C) is a curve of degree 4 containing
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f(C), hence, the residual curve is a line passing through w, i.e,








where l is a line and w ∈ l.Conversely, give a line l on X22 passing through
w, we can span l and p, q, r to get a P = P3. Since the intersection of X22
and P is a curve of degree 4 containing l, the residual curve f(C) is a curve
passing through p, q, r of degree 3. Therefore, we can associate to the line l
a point in F3 corresponding to the curve f(C). It is easy to see it is an one
to one correspondence, hence,
F3 ∼= F1 = the space of line passing through w
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where F1 is the fiber of ev1 over w,
ev1 :M0,1(X22, 1)→ X22
By [dJHS11, Page 83(1)], the fiber F1 is a complete intersection of type
(2, 2) in Pn−3. Therefore, the fiber F3 is a complete intersection variety of
type (2, 2) in Pn−3.
3.3 Preliminary
Lemma 3.3.1. [dJS06, Lemma 5.1] With the notations as in Section 3.1,
if every point in a general fiber of ev parametrizes a curve whose irreducible
components are all free, then a general fiber F of ev is nonempty, smooth




di)m+ n− c− 3
and the intersection with the boundary is a simple normal crossings divisor.
Lemma 3.3.2. Suppose n ≥ m(
c∑
i=1
di − c − 2) + c + 3. The general fiber F
is a smooth projective variety of expected dimension.
Proof. Due to the Lemma 3.3.1 and [dJS06, Corollary 5.11].
Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose X is a complete intersection of type (d1, d2, . . . , dc)
for di ≥ 2 in Pn (it could be a quadric hypersurface) and dim X = n− c ≥ 1,
we have that
H0(X,OX(1)) = H0(Pn,OPn(1)) = n+ 1.
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Proof. Since X is a complete intersection of type (d1, d2, . . . , dc), we have the
following exact Koszul complex,






O(−di)→ OPn → OX → 0
We split this long exact sequence to short exact sequences,




OPn(−di)→ I1 → 0
...
0→ OPn(−d1 − . . .− dc)→
c⊕
k=1
OPn(−d1 − . . .− d̂k − . . .− dc)→ Ic−1 → 0
take H0( ⊗ OPn(1)) on these short exact sequences, by syzygy and di ≥ 2,
we have
H1(I1(1)) = H
2(I2(1)) = . . . = H
c(OPn(−d1 − . . .− dc)) = 0
H1(I2(1)) = H
2(I3(1)) = . . . = H
c−1(OPn(−d1 − . . .− dc)) = 0
Hence, we have that H0(Pn, I1(1)) = H1(Pn, I1(1)) = 0, which implies
H0(X,OX(1)) = H0(Pn,OPn(1)) = n+ 1
Corollary 3.1. With the conditions as Lemma 3.3.3, the smooth projective
variety X is linearly non-degenerated, i.e, the variety X is not in any hyper-
plane.
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Proof. Due to Lemma 3.3.3, we have that
H0(X, IX(1)) = 0,
where IX is the ideal sheaf of X. It means that no linear form is vanishing
on X, i.e, the variety X is not in any hyperplane.
Corollary 3.2. If n ≥ m, then we can choose general m points in X ⊆ Pn
such that they are in general position.
Proof. We pick up a general point in X first. Secondly, we pick up the
second general point and get a line by spanning those two points. By the
above lemma, we can pick up the third general point which is not on this
line. Since n ≥ m, we can process in this way to produce m general points
of X which are in general position by Corollary 3.1.
Definition 3.3.4. From [dJS06, the proof of Lemma 6.4], we have a rational
map Φ
F // Pn−m = Pn/Span(p1, . . . , pm) ,
which associates to a point (f, C, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ F a point
Span(f(C)) ∈ Pn/Span(p1, . . . , pm)
Excluding the following cases, the map Φ is a morphism.
1. c = 2, d1 = d2 = 2,m ≥ 6
2. c = 1, d1 = 3,m ≥ 5
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3. c = 1, d1 = 2
We denote Φ∗(OPn−m(1)) by OF(λ) where λ is a divisor on F .
Remark 3.3.5. If n is equal to m−1, let Y be the parameter space of stable
maps of degree m mapping into X ∩ Span(p1, . . . , pm) = X ∩ Pn, then the
dimension of Y equals (c+ 3− d1 − . . .− dc)m− c− 4 by Lemma 3.3.1. By
elementary analysis and the fact di ≥ 2, the dimension of Y is non-negative
iff c, di satisfy the condition in Definition 3.3.4. Moreover, the dimension of
Y is
1. m− 6 if c = 2, d1 = d2 = 2
2. m− 5 if c = 1, d1 = 3
3. 2m− 5 if c = 1, d1 = 2
In particular, the map Φ is not always defined on entire F . In fact, it is a
rational map and the dimension of indeterminate locus of Φ does not exceed
the dimension of Y .
The hypothesis 6.3 of [dJS06] excludes the following cases:
1. c = 1, d1 = 3,m ≥ 5
2. c = 2, d1 = d2 = 2,m ≥ 6
Therefore, when we exclude these cases, the dimension of Y is negative, i.e,
Y = ∅, hence, the map Φ is a morphism.
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Definition 3.3.6. We have a forgetful morphism
F : F →M0,m
associate to a point (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ F a point (C ′, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ M0,m.
We refer the detail to [FP97].
Lemma 3.3.7. Let (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) be a stable map corresponding to a
point in F such that the domain C consists of a comb with m rational teeth
and the map f collapse the handle and maps the teeth to lines meeting at a
point in X.(For the notations, see [Kol96, page 156, Definition 7.7]). Then
we have that the forgetful morphism F has a section σ. (We call this map is
of maximal degeneration type.)
Proof. We describe the section σ pointwise. From the hypothesis, there are
m lines l1, . . . , lm in X, they pass through m general points p1, . . . , pm and
intersect at a distinct point q ∈ X. We denote pairs (li, pi) where pi ∈ li.
Let (C, x1, . . . , xm) be a point in M0,m. By the [BM96, Theorem 3.6], there
exist a stable map as following:
f : C ∪ l1 ∪ . . . ∪ lm → X
where the domain C ∪ l1 ∪ . . . ∪ lm is union of C and li with identifying xi
with pi and the map f is an identity on each li and collapse C to the point
q. The section σ associates to a point (C, x1, . . . , xm) a point (C ∪ l1 ∪ . . . ∪
lm, f, x1, . . . , xm) in F . It is easy to check it is a section of F .
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Definition 3.3.8. In the following sections, we denote a general fiber of the
map F over a general point t in M0,m.
Corollary 3.3. With the same hypothesis as Lemma 3.3.7. The fibers Ft are
connected. Moreover, the fibers Ft of F are smooth projective varieties.












where Y is a normal variety, the morphism h is finite over M0,m, the sec-
tion σ is a section of F in Lemma 3.3.7 and the fibers of s is connected.
Therefore, the composition of σ and s is a section of h. Since h is a finite
morphism between two varieties, the composition s ◦ σ is an isomorphism,
i.e, the variety Y is isomorphic to M0,m. We get the first assertion. By the
generic smoothness theorem, we have the second assertion.












Suppose X is not a quadric hypersurface, the restriction map Φ|Ft is a mor-
phism when t is a general point of M0,m.
Proof. By Remark 3.3.5, the dimension of the parameter space Y param-
eterizing stable maps of degree m which map into the intersection X ∩
Span(p1, . . . , pm) is at most
1. m− 6 if c = 2, d1 = d2 = 2,
2. m− 5 if c = 1, d1 = 3.
Since the dimension of M0,m is m − 3, for a general point t ∈ M0,m, the
general fiber Ft does not intersect Y . Therefore, the indeterminate locus of
the rational map Φ does not intersect Ft, i.e, the restriction map Φ|Ft is a
morphism.
A geometric interpretation of Lemma 3.3.9 is following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose X is not a quadric hypersurface, for the fiber Ft
corresponding to general k points (k ≤ n) of X, we have that a stable map of
degree k (corresponding to a point in Ft) spans a projective space Pk.
Proof. It is just a geometric interpretation of the well-defined locus of the
map Φ in the Lemma 3.3.9.









it induces a map f ∗ΩX → ΩU , where U is the universal bundle and σi is the
universal section induced by the i− th pointed point of the universal bundle.
Since there is a canonical map ΩU → ΩU/F , the composition of these two
maps gives f ∗ΩX → ΩU/F . It induces a morphism.
σ∗i f
∗ΩX → σ∗i ΩU/F
Since the image of σi is in the locus of the smooth point of π and the com-
position f ◦ σi is a constant map with value pi, it gives a map
(TpiX)
∨ ⊗C OF → σ∗i ωU/F
where ωU/F is the dualizing sheaf of π. It is easy to see it is surjective, i.e,
the map f is unramified. Hence, this map gives the following morphism πpi .
Definition 3.3.10. We define a morphism
πpi : F → P(TpiX) = Pn−c−1
associates to a point (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ F a tangent direction Tf(C),pi =
df∗(TC,xi) ∈ P(TpiX), where the point pi is f(xi).
Remark 3.3.11. If Span(f(C)) = Pm, then the tangent direction Tf(C),pi
points out of Span(p1, . . . , pm) = Pm−1. In fact, if it is not the case, the
degree of Span(p1, . . . , pm) ∩ f(C) is at least m + 1, therefore, the image
curve f(C) is in Pm−1. It is a contradiction.
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Lemma 3.3.12. If the map Φ is well-defined on F , then we have that
π∗pi(OPn−c−1(1)) ' Φ
∗(OPn−m(1)).
Similarly, if the map Φ|Ft is well-defined on Ft, then we have that
(πpi|Ft)∗(OPn−c−1(1)) ' (Φ|Ft)∗(OPn−m(1))
Proof. The statement is clear from the following commutative diagram:
Ft
Φ|Ft ''
πpi |Ft // P(TpiX)
L

Pn/Span(p1, . . . , pm)
where L is a projection map as following,
L : P(TpiX)
‖
// Pn/Span(p1, . . . , pm)
‖
Pn−c−1 pr // Pn−m
which associates to a point [−→v ] ∈ P(TpiX) a point (in Pn−m) corresponding
to Span(−→v , p1, . . . , pm)/Span(p1, . . . , pm). The indeterminate locus of L is
the points in P(TpiX) which can be represented by a nonzero vector
−→v ∈
TpiX lying in Span(p1, . . . , pm), hence, the image of πpi is outside of the
indeterminate locus of L by Remark 3.3.11. The composition L ◦ πpi |Ft is a
morphism and equals to Φ|Ft .
The same argument works for the F .
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3.4 Classification of Degeneration Type of Sta-
ble Maps
In this section, we suppose that X ⊆ Pn and n ≥ m as in the Section 3.1,
by Corollary 3.2, we can choose m general points in X which are in general
position.
Lemma 3.4.1. A reduced curve C in Pn which passes through m points
in general position has degree is at least m − 1. The equality holds iff the
curve C ⊆ Span(p1, . . . , pm) = Pm−1 and C is a rational normal curve in
Span(p1, . . . , pm).
Proof. Since Span(p1, . . . , pm) ∩ C contains m points, by the intersection
theory, the curve C ⊆ Span(p1, . . . , pm) = Pm−1 if the degree of C is m− 1.
Hence, by [GH94], the curve C is a rational normal curve in Span(p1, . . . , pm).
Suppose the degree of C is at most m − 2, the points p1, . . . , pm−1 span
a Pm−2 and the intersection of Pm−2 and C contains m− 1 points, therefore
C ⊆ Pm−2. But pm ∈ C is not in the Span(p1, . . . , pm−1). It contradicts.
Proposition 3.5. We exclude the following cases:
1. c = 1, d1 = 3,m ≥ 5
2. c = 2, d1 = d2 = 2,m ≥ 6
3. c = 1, d1 = 2, i.e, the variety X is a quadric hypersurface.
For every point (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ F , we have that
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1. the image f(C) = C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ck where Ci is a rational normal curves
of degree ni,
2. there are ni distinct points among points {p1, . . . , pm} on Ci and union
of these points is the points {p1, . . . , pm}, in particular,
k∑
i=1
ni = m .
Moreover, if the complete intersection X is not a quadric hypersurface,
then , for a point (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Ft and t is a general point ∈ M0,m,









Figure 2 m = 6
Proof. Let k be an integer such that 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Suppose S is a general fiber
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of the evaluation map as following:
S = ev−1(p1, . . . , pk)

⊆ M0,k(X, k − 1)
ev

p = (p1, . . . , pk) ∈ X
k
We can assume the map ev is dominated, otherwise the fiber S = ∅. There-
fore, stable maps in the general fiber S is unobstructed by [Kol96, Theorem
II.7.6], i.e, the Kontsevich moduli spaceM0,k(X, k− 1) is smooth and of ex-
pected dimension at the point of S. Therefore, by the dimension calculation,
we have that
dim S = (c+ 2− d1 − . . .− dc)(k − 1) + k − 4− c
If dim S ≥ 0, then we have that the numbers c and di are one of the following
cases:
1. c = 1, d1 = 3, dim S = k − 5
2. c = 1, d1 = 2, dim S = 2k − 6
3. c = 2, d1 = d2 = 2, dim S = k − 6
Since we have 1 ≤ k ≤ m and the hypothesis of the proposition excludes
these cases, the dimension of S is negative. Hence, we have that S = ∅. In
other words, for k general points in X, there is no stable map of degree k− 1
whose pointed points on the domain are mapped to these k general points
respectively.
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By Lemma 3.4.1, every reduced curves on X passing through k general
points is of degree is at least k. Suppose that
f(C) = C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ck
where Ci is a reduced curve with ki distinct points among the points {p1, . . . , pm}.
Hence, by deg f(C) = m and
k∑
i=1
ki = m, we have that the deg Ci =
ki. Moreover, the spanning space Span(Ci) is a projective space Psi with
si ≤ ki. In fact, we have an equality si = ki, otherwise, the spanning space
Span(f(C)) = Span(C1∪C2∪. . .∪Ck) is a projective space Pl with l ≤ m−1.
Therefore, Ci is a rational normal curves of degree ki with ki points among
the points {p1, . . . , pm}. It proves the first assertion.
If f(C) = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ . . . ∪ Cm and pi ∈ C, then it is easy to see Ci is a
line. Therefore, to prove the second assertion, we can suppose f(C) has at
least two irreducible components, namely, the image f(C) of the stable map
is equal to A ∪ B where there are l(≥ 2) distinct points among the points
{p1, . . . , pm} on B and the curve B is irreducible. I claim that for general l
points on X, there is no stable map (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ M0,l(X, l − 1) such
that f(xi) is pi and F ((C, f, x1, . . . , xm)) ∈M0,l is a general point in an open
set U ⊆ M0,l. In fact, by the dimension calculation of S as above and the
dimension of M0,l = l − 3, the claim is clear since the dimesion of S is less
than the dimension of M0,l.
Therefore, if the degree of B is less than l, the degree of B is l − 1 by
the first assertion of Lemma 3.4.1. But according to the claim above, it is
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impossible if t is a general point in an open set V ofM0,m, where V satisfies
the following diagram,





The morphism π is the forgetful functor to forget points, therefore , the degree
of B equals to l. By induction of the degree of A, we get the proposition.
For the general fiber Ft, the proof is similar.
Corollary 3.6. Let (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) be a point in Ft for a general t. If X
is not a quadric hypersurface, then we have
1. the curve C = C1 ∪ l1 . . . ∪ lk where C is a comb with handle C1 and
teeth li. Moreover, the pointed point xji is on li and the rest pointed
points among the points {x1, . . . , xm} are on C1,
2. the image f(li) of li is a line on X passing through pji and f(C1) is a
rational normal curve of degree m−k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ m. In particular,
if k 6= m, then (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Ft is an embedded curve. See the
following figure.
Remark 3.4.2. For the case k = m, it may be that the stable map f collapses
the handle C1 to a point p and maps the tooth li isomorphic to a line passing
through p and pi.
Proof. Since a point t ∈ M0,m is general, the image F (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) cor-
responds to a smooth rational point with m pointed points. Hence, the sta-
bilization process of the forgetful map F ensures the first assertion, namely,
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l 1 l 2
l 3 l 4
C1
Figure 3 m = 7,k = 3
3.5 Geometry of Rational Normal Curve
Definition 3.5.1. Suppose C is a smooth rational curves and C ⊆ Pn, by






with a1 ≤ a2 ≤ . . . ≤ an−1. We call the rational curve C is almost balanced
if an−1 − a1 ≤ 1.
In the paper [Ran07], Z.Ran gives a careful analysis about the balanced
property of rational curves in the projective space. We cite one result from
the paper [Ran07].
Theorem 3.7. [Ran07, Theorem 6.1 (Sacchiero)] A generic rational curve
of degree d ≥ n in Pn is almost balanced.






Proof. Since we have two short exact sequences










OC(n)→ TPn |C → 0,





2. degNC/Pn = deg(TPn|C)− deg(TC) = (n− 1)(n+ 2)
Suppose a1 ≤ a2 . . . ≤ an−1, since every rational normal curve is projectively
linearly isomorphic to each other, by the theorem above, the rational normal
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curves are almost balanced an−1 − a1 ≤ 1, hence, we have the equality ai =
n+ 2.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose two curves C,C ′ ⊆ Pn are rational normal curves
and p1, . . . , pn are n points in general position, if C and C
′ satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions,
1. both curves C and C ′ pass through points p1, . . . , pn
2. TpiC = TpiC
′ for all i
where Tpi is the tangent direction of C at point pi, the similar for C
′, then
we have that C = C ′.
Proof. We prove it by induction. Take n=3 first, we project C and C ′ from
p1 to a plane P2 and denote this projection by π. Hence, the image π(C) and
π(C ′) are conics passing through the point Q = π(p1) = Tp1C ∩P2. They are
tangent to two distinct lines l1 = π(Tp2C) and l2 = π(Tp3C). It is obvious
that Q is neither on these two lines. By an elementary calculation, there
is a unique conic S passing through Q and with tangent lines l1 and l2. In
fact, any conic which is tangent to x0 = 0 and x1 = 0 can be described by an
equation
ax22 + bx0x1 = 0
where a and b are determined by the coordinates of Q. By the discussion
above, we know that C,C ′ ⊆ ConeS where ConeS is the projective cone of
S which is a singular quadric with the singular point is p1. For the point
p2, we have the same conclusion which implies that C and C
′ are in another
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singular quadric ConeS ′. Therefore,
C ∪ C ′ ⊆ ConeS ′ ∩ ConeS
Since the intersection of ConeS ′ and ConeS is a curve of degree 4, we have
that C = C ′.
Suppose for n = s ≥ 3 the proposition holds. When n = s+1, as n = 3, we
project the curves C,C ′ from the point p1 to a hyperplane Ps, the projection
is denoted by π. The projections π(C), π(C ′) ⊆ Ps are rational normal curves
of degree s with the same tangent direction π(TpiC) = π(TpiC
′) at π(pi) for
i = 2, 3, . . . , s+ 1. By induction, we have π(C) = π(C ′) = D, hence, both C
and C ′ are in ConeD = p1, D.
We blow up the unique singular point p1 of ConeD, by [Har77, Chapter
IV],









where B is the curve class of section σ(P1). It is unique among the curve










[C̃] = [C̃ ′] = B + (s+ 1)f ∈ Pic(P(O ⊕O(−s)))
where C̃ and C̃ ′ are proper transform of C and C ′ respectively. In fact, we
can assume that C̃ = aB + bf , since Bl(C̃) = C, we have that
C̃ · (B + sf) = b = Bl(C̃) · OPs+1(1) = s+ 1
The second equation is due to the projection formula, see [Ful98, Chapter 8].
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Hence
b = s+ 1
It is obvious that B and C̃ is transversal at a point. Therefore
B · C̃ = −sa+ s+ 1 = 1
hence, the similar argument works for C̃ ′, the claim is clear.
By the claim, we have that
C̃ · C̃ ′ = (B + (s+ 1)f)2 = −s+ 2(s+ 1) = s+ 2
Since C̃ and C̃ ′ are tangent at p2, . . . , ps+1 and intersect with B at the same
point, if C̃ 6= C̃ ′, then we have that
C̃ · C̃ ′ ≥ 2s+ 1 > s+ 2
It contradicts. Hence, we have that
C = Bl(C̃) = Bl(C̃ ′) = C ′
Lemma 3.5.2. If C is a rational normal curve of degree m in Pm, then any
m+ 1 distinct points on C are in general position.
Proof. It is a direct calculation on standard rational normal curve, see [Har95,
Chapter I].
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Lemma 3.5.3. If C is a rational normal curve of degree m in Pm passing
through the points p1, . . . , pm, then we have that
Span(p1, . . . , pm, TpiC) = Pm.
Moreover, for 1 < k < m and m ≥ 2, if we have
Span(Q1, . . . , Qk, TQ1C, . . . , TQkC) = P
l
for any distinct k points Q1, . . . , Qk on C, then it implies that l is great than
k.
Proof. Since Span(C) is a projective space Pm and Span(p1, . . . , pm, TpiC) is
tangent to C, we have
deg(C ∩ Span(p1, . . . , pm, TpiC)) > m
If Span(p1, . . . , pm, TpiC) = Pm−1, it has a contradiction with degC = m.
Since Span(Q1, . . . , Qk, TQ1C, . . . , TQkC) contains k points and at least one
tangent direction of C, similar as above, we have
Span(Q1, . . . , Qk, TQ1C, . . . , TQkC) = P
l
where l ≥ k.
Suppose Span(Q1, . . . , Qk, TQ1C, . . . , TQkC) = Pk, we can pick up m −
k − 1 points on C but not in Span(Q1, . . . , Qk, TQ1C, . . . , TQkC) = Pk, by
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Lemma 3.5.2, Span(Q1, . . . , Qk, TQ1C, . . . , TQkC) and those m− k− 1 points
on C span a projective space Pm−1. Hence, we have
deg(Pm−1 ∩ C) ≥ m− k − 1 + 2k = m+ k − 1 > m
It contradicts. Hence, we have l is great than k.
Definition 3.5.4. Suppose X is not a quadric hypersurface, we call two
points in Ft
(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) and (C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m)
are of the same degeneration type if it satisfies the following property:
xi is on the handle of C iff x
′
i is on the handle of C
′.
Lemma 3.5.5. Exclude the case c = 1, d1 = 2 and suppose that stable maps
(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) and (C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m) correspond two points in Ft (m ≥
3). If we have
πpi(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) = πpi(C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m)
for all i, then C and C ′ have the same degeneration type.
Proof. The condition
πpi(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) = πpi(C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m)
just means Tpif(C) = Tpif
′(C ′), where Tpif(C) is the tangent direction of
f(C) at the point pi, similarly, for Tpif
′(C ′).
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By Corollary 3.6, we can suppose that
f(C) = C1 ∪ L1 ∪ . . . ∪ Lk and f ′(C ′) = C ′1 ∪ L′1 ∪ . . . ∪ L′s
where 0 ≤ k, s ≤ m, the components C1, C ′1 are rational normal curves and
the components Li, L
′
i are lines. In the maximal degeneration case (i.e. k = m
in Corollary 3.6 ), the curve C1 or C2 could be a point, but the argument in
this case is trivial. Suppose the curve C is smooth, by the second assertion
of Lemma 3.5.3, the curve C ′ is smooth, i.e, s = 0. Hence, we can suppose
the numbers k, s are at least 1.
If both lines L1 and L
′
1 are passing through the same pointed point p1
and the tangent directions Tp1L1 = Tp1L




We can take out the L1 = L
′
1 from these two stable maps and use induction
to prove the assertion.
Therefore, we can assume that the curve C ′1 contains points p1(∈ L1), . . . , pk(∈
Lk), we have that
the intersection C ∩ C ′ is (m− s)− k(≥ 0) points which are in general
position.
We can assume the intersection C∩C ′ is a set of points {p′1, p′2, . . . , p′m−s−k} ⊆
{p1, . . . , pm}. By Corollary 3.6, we have that
SpanC1 = Pm−k and SpanC ′1 = Pm−s
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Since the curve C ′1 contains the points {p1, . . . , pk}, we have that Span(C1 ∪
C ′1) = Pm. Therefore, it concludes that
SpanC1 ∩ SpanC ′1 = P(m−s)+(m−k)−m = Pm−s−k
By Lemma 3.5.3, if m− s− k is at least 2, then we know that
Span(p′1, . . . , p
′
m−s−k, Tp′1C, . . . , Tp′m−s−kC) = P
l
where l is great than m− s− k. But
Span(p′1, . . . , p
′
m−s−k, Tp′1C, . . . , Tp′m−s−kC) ⊆ SpanC
′
1 ∩ SpanC1 = Pm−s−k
It is a contradiction. Hence, we have m− s− k is at most 1.
If m−s−k = 0, then the intersection SpanC1∩SpanC ′1 is a point. Since
the curve C1 contains the points {p1, . . . , pk}, the spanning space SpanC
contains L1, . . . , Lk. Since the lines L1, . . . , Lk intersect C1 at k points, it
implies that k is equal to 1. By symmetry, we also have that s = 1. Therefore,
it concludes that m is equal to 2. It is a contradiction.
If m − s − k = 1, then the intersection SpanC1 ∩ SpanC ′1 is P1. It also
implies that the intersection C1∩C ′1 is a point. I claim that the space SpanC ′1
intersects C1 at exactly two points and one of them is C1 ∩ C ′1.
In fact, if the projective space SpanC ′1 intersects the curve C1 at least
3 points, by Lemma 3.5.2, the intersection SpanC1 ∩ SpanC ′1 contains a
projective plane P2. It is impossible, so the claim is clear.
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Since the lines L1, . . . , Lk(⊆ SpanC ′1) intersect C1 at k points. Since there
is no point of the intersection C1 ∩ C ′1 which belongs to these k points, it
implies that these k points are other points of SpanC ′1 ∩ C by the claim.
Therefore, we have that k is equal to 1. By symmetry, it implies that s = 1.
Therefore, we have m = 1 + k + s = 3. In this case, by some elementary
analysis of the degeneration type, it is obvious that they have the same
degeneration type.
3.6 Embedding Map
Excluding the case c = 1, d1 = 2, by Lemma 3.3.9, the restriction Φ|Ft :
Ft → Pn−m is a morphism. In this section, we prove the complete linear
system induced by Φ|Ft is a closed embedding.
Proposition 3.10. Let λ|Ft be (Φ|Ft)∗OPn−m(1), the complete linear system
|λ|Ft| on Ft separates points.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.12, we know the maps
πp1|Ft , πp2|Ft . . . , πpm|Ft
induce sublinear systems of |λ|. I claim we can separate points by these
sub-linear systems. In fact, the claim is equivalent to say
(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) = (C




if they satisfy the following properties:
1. (C, f, x1, . . . , xm), (C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m) ∈ Ft
2. πpi(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) = πpi(C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m)
By Lemma 3.5.5, the stable maps (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) and (C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m)
have the same degeneration type. So, by Proposition 3.9, these two stable
maps
(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) = (C
′, f ′, x′1, . . . , x
′
m)
if the curve C or C ′ is smooth (non-degenerate).
In general, by Corollary 3.6, the image curves f(C) and f ′(C ′) are union
of a rational normal curve and several lines. The configuration of these lines
are uniquely determined by the degeneration type and the tangent direc-
tions at those corresponding pointed points. By induction on the number of
components of C and C ′, we get the proposition.
Proposition 3.11. With the notations as Proposition 3.10. The complete
linear system of λ|Ft separates tangent vectors of Ft, i.e, the differential of
the map induced by the complete linear system |λ|Ft| is injective. In par-
ticular, together with the above proposition, it implies that |λ|Ft | is a closed
embedding.
Proof. To prove the complete linear system |λ|Ft | separates the tangents of
Ft, it is sufficient to prove the sub-linear systems induced by
πp1 , πp2 , . . . πpm
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can separate tangent vectors of F . Namely, it is sufficient to prove the
kernal of the differential of πp1×πp2× . . . ,×πpm is equal to 0, where the map
πp1 × πp2 × . . . ,×πpm is
F
πp1×πp2×...,×πpm // P(Tp1X)× . . .× P(TpmX)
By the contangent complex calculation [Ill71] or [GHS03, Page 61], if C
is an embedded rational curve of the degree m, then we have that
TM0,0(X,m),[C] = H
0(C,NC/X)
where NC/X is the normal bundle of C in X and TM0,0(X,m),[C] is the space
of first order deformation of the stable map (C,C ⊆ X, p1, . . . , pm).
Since F is smooth, the first order deformation space of a stable map
(C,C ⊆ X, p1, . . . , pm) which fixes the pi for all i is the tangent space of F at
the point (C,C ⊆ X, p1, . . . , pm). By the argument above, the space of first
order deformation of the stable map (C,C ⊆ X, p1, . . . , pm) which preserves




−pi)), therefore, we have that




where TF ,[C] is the tangent space of F at the point (C,C ⊆ X, p1, . . . , pm).
Since we have that
TF
d(πp1×πp2×...,×πpm ) // TP(Tp1X)×...×P(TpmX) ,
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the kernel of d(πp1 × πp2 × . . . ,×πpm) at a point (C,C ⊆ X, p1, . . . , pm) is
the first order deformation space of the stable map (C,C ⊆ X, p1, . . . , pm)
which fixes the point pi and the tangent direction at pi for all i. Similarly as









On the other hand, we have a short exact sequence
0→ NC/X → NC/Pn → NX/Pn|C → 0.








Since we have a short exact sequence
0→ NC/Pm → NC/Pn → NPm/Pn|C → 0
where C ⊆ Pm ' Span(C). We know that the normal bundle NPm/Pn =
n−m⊕
OPn−m(1) and C is a rational normal curve. It implies thatNPm/Pn|C(−2m) =
n−m⊕
OPn−m(−m). Therefore,
H0(C,NC/Pn(−2m)) = H0(C,NC/Pm(−2m)) = H0(C,NC/Pm)(−2m))
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Therefore, it concludes that
Ker(d(πp1 × πp2 × . . . ,×πpm)) = 0
If the curve C is not smooth, then each component of C is either a ra-
tional normal curve or a line. Since a line passing through a fixed point is
uniquely determined by the tangent direction, by the above argument, the
first order deformation of a rational normal curve C1 of degree k is trivial if
we does not change k general points on C1 and tangent directions at these
points. Therefore, the first order deformation of (C, f, p1, . . . , pm) which pre-
serves points f(x1), . . . , f(xn) and tangent directions df(TC,x1), . . . , df(TC,xn)
is trivial. The assertion follows.
Question 3.6.1. What is the dimension of |λ|Ft|? At this time, even to
calculate dimension of |λ|Ft| is still painful. We need more preparation to
calculate the dimension.
3.7 Cycle Relation
Lemma 3.7.1. [dJS06, Lemma 5.1] The boundary divisor ∆ of F is a simple
normal crossings divisor in F .
Definition 3.7.2. We denote Ft∩∆ by ∆t. For i ∈ {1, 2 . . . ,m}, the divisor
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∆i,t(⊆ ∆t) is the divisor its general points are parameterizing a degeneration
stable map of type whose image is union of a line containing pi and a rational
normal curve.
Corollary 3.12. The divisor ∆t is a simple normal crossing divisor in Ft.
Proof. Since t ∈M0,m is a general point, the corollary is due to Lemma 3.7.1
and the generic smoothness theorem.
Definition 3.7.3. Let s, d be two natural numbers. We say a family of
homogeneous polynomials of Pe is of type I if these polynomials consist of
the union of one equation of degree d, s equations of degree 2, s equations of
degree 3, . . . ,and s equations of degree d− 1. We denote it by
T1(d, s) =





2 3 . . . d− 1

We call a family of homogeneous polynomials of Pe is of type II if the equa-
tions consist of the union of one equation of degree d, s equations of degree 1,








1 2 . . . d− 1

The union of families of equations means the disjoint union of the two equa-
tions belong to these families.
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Lemma 3.7.4. With the notations as in (3.1) and Lemma 3.3.12, then we
have that λ = σ∗i ωU/F .










From Definition 3.3.10 of πpi , we know that the line bundle σ
∗




by Lemma 3.3.12, the equality σ∗i TU/F = O(−λ) implies this lemma.












where the map σ0 associate to a point b ∈ B a point (b, 0) ∈ B × P1. Let ∆
be a smooth divisor of B. We denote the image σ0(∆) by Z. The total space
C is a blow-up of B × P1 along Z and the blow-up map is Bl. Let σ̃0 be the
section of q such that Bl · σ̃0 = σ0, then we have that




where Y is the strict transformation of Z, i.e, Bl−1(Z) = Y and ωC/B is the
relative dualizing sheaf of q
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Proof. The variety C is smooth since we will get a smooth variety if we blow
up a smooth variety along a smooth subvariety. So it is not difficult to see
the morphism q is a local complete intersection map, see [Ful98]. By [Har66]
for the definition, the relative dualizing sheaf ωC/B equals to
KC ⊗ q∗(KB)−1 = Bl∗(pr∗1KB ⊗ pr∗2KP1)⊗OC(Y )⊗ q∗(KB)−1
where KB and KC are canonical bundles of B and C respectively. Since
pr1 ·Bl = q, the relative dualizing sheaf ωC/B can be simplified to
Bl∗pr∗2KP1 ⊗OC(Y )
Since pr2 ·Bl · σ̃0 is constant, we have that σ̃0∗ωC/B = σ̃0∗OC(Y ).
Proposition 3.13. Suppose X is not a quadric hypersurface, the divisor ∆i,t
is linearly equivalent to λ|Ft. In particular, ∆i,t is an ample divisor on Ft.
Proof. Suppose the general point t ∈ M0,m represents a rational curve C
with m pointed points as (0, 1,∞, t1, . . . , tm−3). It is obvious that we can
can construct the universal family U by blowing up F × P1, more precisely,





















where σi associates to a point y ∈ Ft a pair (y, i), the index i ∈ {0, 1,∞, t1, . . . , tm−3}.The
map Bl blows up the vareity Ft × P1 along the subvariety σ′i(∆s(i),t) where
the number s(i) represents the order of i in (0, 1,∞, t1, . . . , tm−3).
In particular, we have that Bl(σ′i) = σi. Since we are going to compare
two divisors on a smooth variety Ft, we can exclude any codimension 2 sub-
variety in Ft, it does not change the result. Therefore, we can assume ∆i,t
are smooth and disjoint.
Applying Lemma 3.7.4 and Lemma 3.7.5, we have that
λ = σ∗i ωU/F = σ
∗
iOU(Yi)
where Yi is the strict transformation of σ
′




In fact, the transformation Yi is just supported on
π−1(∆s(i),t).
The intersection Yi ∩ π−1(C, f, x1, . . . , xm) is the component of C whose
image of f is a line containing ps(i). Hence, the intersection of the image
σi(Ft) and Yi (scheme theoretically) is ∆s(i),t. The claim is clear.
Remark 3.7.6. There is no such ”blow-up” interpretation of U for con-
ics case, i.e, m=2, that is why , in the Chapter 2, we need to use the
Grothendieck-R.R theorem to prove a similar result.
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Lemma 3.7.7. Suppose Z is a projective algebraic set in Pn and we have
that Z = A∪B where A and B are closed subsets of Z. We also assume that
the subset A does not belong to the subset B, the subset B does not belong to
the subset A. For any hypeplane H = Pn−1 which does not contain A ∩ B,
we have that the intersection H ∩Z has at least two irreducible components.
Proof. Let A1 be A ∩ H and B1 be B ∩ H, since the hypeplane H = Pn−1
does not contain A ∩ B, the intersection A1 has an irreducible component
A2 which is not contained in B, similarly, the subset B has an irreducible
component B2 which is not contained in A. I claim that A2 and B2 belong
to two different irreducible components of Z ∩ H. Otherwise, there is an
irreducible subset K of H ∩ Z containing A2 and B2. Therefore, we have
that K = (K ∩ A) ∪ (K ∩ B) which implies K ⊆ A or K ⊆ B. It is a
contradiction with the fact that the subset K contains A2 and B2.
Corollary 3.14. Suppose Y is the locus in Ft corresponding to stable maps
of maximal degeneration type in Ft, i.e, the image of the stable map is union
of m lines which intersect at a point. See the following figure.
If dim Y ≥ 1, then the divisor ∆i,t is irreducible and the locus Y is a
smooth variety. More generally, the intersection
k⋂
i=1
∆i,t is irreducible for
any 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
In particular, the intersection
k⋂
i=1
∆i,t is a smooth projective variety. The




Via the map Φ|Y : Y ↪→ Pn−m, the variety Y is a complete intersection


























1 2 . . . dc − 1

Proof. As in the [dJHS11, Page 83 (2)], let D be the space of m lines on X
with each lines containing exactly one point among the points p1, . . . , pm and
intersecting at a point is a non-singular complete intersection in Pn of type
T2(d1,m) =

1 . . . d1 − 1
...
... d1
1 . . . d1 − 1
 , . . . , T2(dc,m) =

1 . . . dc − 1
...
... dc
1 . . . dc − 1

(3.4)
We denote it by D. Hence, the dimension of D is n−m(
∑
di − c)− c.
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Suppose a point t ∈ M0,m represents a smooth rational curve with m
pointed points, we denote it by (R, y1, . . . , ym), where R is a rational curve
and yi are points on R. For each point u ∈ D, it represents a union of lines
l1 ∪ l2 ∪ . . . ∪ lm that the point pi ∈ li and the lines li intersect at Q, we
can canonically associate to it a stable map (C, f, x1, . . . , xm) of maximal
degeneration type in Ft as following,




l2 . . .
∐
lm mod the re-
lations Q(∈ li) ∼ yi
2. set the points xi = pi
3. the map f maps li identically to li ⊆ X and collapse R to point Q
Therefore, we have a morphism




It is easy to check this morphism is bijective. Since Y = ∆1,t∩∆2,t . . .∩∆m,t
and ψ is surjective, the intersection
m⋂
i=1
∆i,t ⊆ Ft is irreducible.




∆i,t be Z and ∆j,t be H, we apply Lemma 3.7.7.
Since we already prove the intersections
m⋂
i=1




∆i,t ⊆ Ft is irreducible for 1 ≤ k ≤ m by Lemma 3.7.7. In
particular, the divisor ∆i,t is irreducible for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Since ∆t is




are smooth by the argument above. In summary, we have that
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1. the morphism ψ is an isomorphism,
2. the maximal degeneration locus Y = D is a smooth complete intersec-
tion variety.
From (3.4), we know that the locus D, inside the underlying projective
space Pn, is in the m transversal hyperplanes and denote it by P . To prove







where pr is a projection from Span(p1, . . . , pm) = Pm−1 to Pn−m ' P . The
map Φ|Y associates to a point Q ∈ Z = Y a point
Span(p1, . . . , pm, Q) ∩ P = a point ∈ P (= Pn−m)
Therefore, the morphism Φ|Y is an inclusion which makes Y be a complete














Proposition 3.15 (Prop. 2.7, Chapter 2). Suppose that we have smooth
projective varieties ∆ ⊆ F in PN , such that
1. the variety ∆ is a smooth divisor of a smooth projective variety F ,
2. dim∆ ≥ 1,
3. the divisor ∆ is a complete intersection in PN of type (d1, . . . , dc) where
di ≥ 1,
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4. the divisor ∆ is defined by a homogeneous polynomial of degree d1 re-
stricted to F ,
then the smooth variety F is a complete intersection of type (d2, . . . , dc) in
PN .
Proposition 3.16. Suppose N = dim|λ|Ft | and n + m(c −
c∑
i=1
di) − c ≥ 1.
Then
|λ|Ft | : Ft → PN
is an embedding and dim H0(Y,OY (1)) = n −mc, where Y is the same as
in Corollary 3.14.
Moreover, the varieties Ft and
k⋂
i=1
∆i,t (1 ≤ k ≤ m) are smooth complete
intersections via this embedding.
Proof. By Corollary 3.14, we have an embedding which induces
Φ|Y : Y ↪→ Pn−m
whose the image is in a Pn−mc. Moreover, it is a complete intersection of type
T1(d1,m) =

2 . . . d1 − 1
...
... d1
2 . . . d1 − 1
 , . . . , T1(dc,m) =

2 . . . dc − 1
...
... dc
2 . . . dc − 1

(3.5)
Hence, by Lemma 3.3.3, dim H0(Y,OY (1)) = n − mc. We consider the
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following embedding
|λ|Ft |Y : Y → PN ,
it is a complete intersection of type of the union of some hyperplanes and







di)− c ≥ 1
implies dim Y ≥ 1. The intersection
k⋂
i=1
∆i,t is a smooth projective variety




∆i,t inductively, from k = m to k = 0, where we set
k⋂
i=1





∆i,t and Ft are complete intersections in
PN . Their complete intersection types are union of some hyperplanes and
types of (3.5).
Proposition 3.17. With the same hypothesis as in Proposition 3.16, N =
dim |λ|Ft | = n−m(c− 1).
Proof. We define Yk to be
k⋂
i=1
∆i,t and Y0 = Ft. Since Yk is a smooth pro-
jective variety by Corollary 3.14 and the divisor ∆i,t is linear equivalent to
λ|Ft = OYk(1) by Proposition 3.13, we have the following short exact sequence
0→ OYk(−λ|Yk)→ OYk → j∗OYk+1 → 0,
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where j is the inclusion Yk+1 ⊆ Yk. Since Yk is a complete intersection of
dimension ≥ 1, we have H1(Yk,OYk) = 0. We tensor the short exact sequence
above with OYk(1) and take the H i( ) to get a long sequence as following
0→ H0(Yk,OYk)→ H0(Yk,OYk(1))→ H0(Yk+1,OYk+1(1))→ H1(Yk,OYk) = 0.
Therefore, it concludes that
dim|λ|Ft | = dimH0(Ft,OFt(1))) = dimH0(Ym,OYm(1)) +m = n−mc+m
the last equality follows from Proposition 3.16.
Theorem 3.18. Let X be a smooth complete intersection in Pn of type





di)− c ≥ 1
as in Definition 3.3.4, then the fiber Ft of F is nonempty, moreover, we have
a line bundle λ|Ft on Ft such that the corresponding complete linear system
|λ|Ft| defines a map
|λ|Ft| : Ft ↪→ PN = Pn−m(c−1),
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via this map, the smooth variety Ft is a complete intersection in PN of type
T1(d1,m) =

2 . . . d1 − 1
...
... d1
2 . . . d1 − 1
 , . . . , T1(dc,m) =

2 . . . dc − 1
...
... dc
2 . . . dc − 1

Proof. As at the end of the proof of Proposition 3.16, the general fiber
Ft ⊆ PN is a complete intersection. Its type is union of type (3.5) and s
hyperplanes. Since we have




and N = n−m(c− 1) and type (3.4) consist of m(
c∑
i=1
di − 2c) equations, by
dimension counting, we have that
s = N − dimFt −m(
c∑
i=1
di − 2c)− c = 0
Therefore, the theorem is clear.
3.9 Applications
We have three interesting applications of our main Theorem. The first one
is related to rational connectedness of moduli space of rational curves on
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varieties. It is arising from some arithmetic problems, such as weak ap-
proximation (see the introduction of the paper [dJS06]) and the existence of
rational points on the variety over a function field (see the papers [dJHS11]
and [GHS03]).
The second application towards to enumerative geometry. We give a
proof of a classical formula to count the number of twist cubic curves on
a complete intersection (see the paper [Bea95] and [FP97]). Moreover, we
provide a new formula for counting the number of two crossing conics on a
complete intersection.
The third one is to prove the Picard group of the moduli space is finite
generated. We also prove the first hodge numbers of F are zero.
Rational Connectedness of Moduli Space













then F is rationally connected.
Proof. With the notations as in Theorem 3.18, the canonical bundle of the
fiber Ft is given by
KFt = OPN
(














where t ∈ M0,m is a general point as in Theorem 3.18. The inequality in
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the hypothesis of the proposition is equivalent to say KFt is anti-ample. In
particular, in this case, the fiber Ft is a smooth projective Fano variety,
hence, it is rationally connected, see [Kol96, Chapter V]. I claim that the
fiber F is rationally connected.
In fact, let points p and q be two general points in F such that F (p) and
F (q) are general points inM0,m. SinceM0,m is a smooth projective rational
variety, there is a rational curve D in M0,m connecting F (p) and F (q) such
that the fiber of F over a general point D is rationally connected. Therefore,
by Corollary 1.3 in [GHS03], the general fiber F is rationally connected.
Remark 3.9.1. By [dJS06, Lemma 6.5], it is not hard to prove that the
canonical bundle KF is trivial on some rational curve sitting inside the max-
imal degeneration locus. Therefore, it is not a Fano variety in general.
In M.Deland’s thesis [Del09], he proves that cubic hypersurfaces in Pn
are strongly rationally simply connected if n ≥ 9. The following corollary
explains why n ≤ 8 it fails to be strongly rationally simply connected.
Proposition 3.20. If m = 3, the general fiber F is the complete intersection
variety in Pn−3(c−1) of type as in Theorem 3.18.
Proof. Note thatM0,m is a point when m = 3, so the proposition is obvious
from Theorem 3.18.
Corollary 3.21. Suppose X3 is a smooth cubic hypersurface in P8, then
the moduli fiber F for m = 3 is a complete intersection Calabi-Yau 4-fold.
Hence, the general fiber F is not rationally connected.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.20, we know the fiber F is a complete intersection
variety in P8 of type (2, 2, 2, 3). By the adjuction formula, we have the
canonical bundle of F is trivial since
KF = OP8(−9 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 3)|F = OF
It completes the proof.
Enumerative Geometry
Suppose a complete intersection variety X ′ is cut out from a complete in-
tersection variety X by n − s general hyperplanes and s ≥ m. We denote
the general fibers of evaluation map corresponding to X ′ by F ′. It is clear











Ps−m  // Pn−m
(3.6)
If F ′ is just discrete points, i.e, dimF ′=0, then the number of these points
is just the number of rational curves of degree m passing through m general
points on X ′. See the following propositions for more precise statements.
Proposition 3.22. [Bea95, Collary, page 9] Let X be a smooth complete
intersection of degree (d1, . . . , dr) in Pn+r, with n = 3
r∑
i=1
(di − 1) − 3. Then








where d is the degree of X.
Proof. We can assume the variety X is cut out by hyperplanes from a smooth
complete intersection Y of type (d1, . . . , dr) and Y ⊆ Pe has sufficiently large
dimension. The degree of the general fiber F ⊆ Pe corresponding to Y has
an enumerative geometrical interpretation.
In fact, a point in the Pe−3 corresponds to a projective space (P3) in Pe
containing the plane pqr. More generally, a sub-projective space Pk ⊆ Pe−3
corresponds to a Pk+3 in Pe. So if we take a Pl ⊆ Pe with complementary
dimension respect to the fiber F , i.e, l+dim(F) = e, then the number of the
intersection points counts the number of twist cubics in the X = Pl+3 ∩ Y
passing through p, q and r. In other words, the degree(F) is
# {twist cubics in X which is passing through three general points p, q and
r}







It completes the proof.
Definition 3.9.2. We call a curve C in a projective space Pn is a linking
conic if the following conditions are satisfied,





where C1 and C2 are rational curves P1.
2. each component Ci of C is a conic in Pn for i = 1, 2.




Proposition 3.23. Let X be a smooth complete intersection of degree (d1, . . . , dr)
in Pn+r, with n = 4
r∑
i=1
(di−1)−4. Let S be the set consisting of linking conics
C (see Definition 3.9.2) in X which pass through 4 general points p1, p2, p3, p4
such that the points p1, p2 are on the same component and the points p3, p4







where d is the degree of X.
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Proof. As before, we can assume that X is cut out from a smooth complete
intersection Y ⊆ Pe of type (d1, . . . , dr) by some hyperplanes and the variety







Suppose the point 0 ∈ M0,4 = P1 represents a data (B, x1, x2, x3, x4) where




P1 and the points x1, x2 are on B1, the points
x3, x4 are on B2.
I claim that the image of any stable map corresponding to a point in F0
is a linking conic.
In fact, suppose the stable map (C = C1 ∨ C2, f, x1, . . . , x4) corresponds
a point P in F0. Since the points pi are general, neither the image f(C1)
nor f(C2) can not be a line, hence, the images are two conics which meet at
least one point. If the intersection of these two conics contains more than
one point, then the intersection of Span(f(C1)) = P2 and Span(f(C2)) = P2
contains a line P1, therefore, the space Span(f(C)) is a 3 − dim projective
space P3 not P4, it is a contradiction with that the map Φ is well-defined on
the point P (∈ F). Therefore, the image f(C) = f(C1)
∨
f(C2) in Pe is a
linking conic.
As in the paper [FP97, Page 33] using deformation methods, one can
prove that the multiplicity of the fiber F0 of F over 0 is one. See the figure
below.
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# {linking conic in X and the points p1 and p2 are on the same component
of the linking conic, the other points p3 and p4 are on the other component.}
SinceM0,4 is a smooth curve and F is a variety, the map F is flat by [Har77,
Chapter III, Proposition 9.7]. By the fact that a flat map preserves the
intersection numbers of divisors, see [Kol96, Chapter VI.2 Appendix], we
have that
(λ|F0)dimF0 = (λ|Ft)dimFt










where d is the degree of X. It completes the proof.
Picard Group of Moduli Space
Lemma 3.9.3. Consider a morphism h between two smooth varieties A and
B over the complex number C
h : A→ B
Suppose the morphism h is proper and dominant. Let K be the function field
of B. If the following two conditions are satisfied
1. the generic fiber AK of h is geometrical connected,
2. the Picard groups Pic(AK) and Pic(B) finite generated,
then the Picard group Pic(A) is finite generated.
Proof. By EGA IV [Gro67, Corollary 9.7.9] and the generic smoothness the-
orem, we can choose an open subset U ⊆ B such that
1. the morphism h|h−1(U) : h−1(U)→ U is smooth.
2. the geometrical fiber h−1(C(p)) is irreducible for every p ∈ U .
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Suppose A−h−1(U) is equal to X1∪X2 . . .∪Xk where Xi are the irreducible
components of A− h−1(U). We consider the following pull back
r∗ : Pic(A)→ Pic(AK)








By the hypothesis (2) of the lemma, we conclude that the image Im(r∗) is
finite generated. Suppose L = OX(D) is a line bundle in the kernel of r∗,
where D is a weil divisor. We assume that the divisor D equals to
∑
niDi
where Di are irreducible codimension 1 closed subvariety of F . Since L is in
the kernel of r∗, it implies that the line bundle L|AK is isomorphic to OAK .
Hence, there exists a rational function f in the function field K(AK) of AK ,
which is equal to the function field K(X) of X, such that
∑






1. the divisors D′j are irreducible closed subvariety of F of codimension 1,
2. the restriction h|D′j : D
′
j → B does not dominate B.
Suppose D′j = {qj} where qj is the generic point of D′j. We have the following
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two cases:
1. Case I: If the point qj is in A − h−1(U) = ∪Xi, then it implies that
the point qj is in some Xl. Therefore, the divisor D
′
j is equal to Xl for
some l.
2. Case II: If the point qj is in h
−1(U), then I claim that the codimension
of the point h(qj) is equal to 1. In fact, the codimension of h(qj) ∈ B
is at least 1 since the point h(qj) is not the generic point of B. In other
words, the dimension of the fiber h−1(h(qj)) is at most dimA−1. Since
h−1(h(qj)) is irreducible (by the second property of the points in U),
we have that
D′j = {qj} = h−1(h(qj)).
Since the morphism h over U is smooth, the codimension of h(pi) is
equal to 1 by dimD′j =dimA− 1. In this case, the line bundle OA(D′j)
is equal to h∗(OB(h(qj)) ∈ h∗(Pic(B)).
In summery, the kernel of h is generated by h∗(Pic(B)) and OA(Xj) for
those Xj with codimXXj = 1. Therefore, the Picard group Pic(A) is finite
generated.







where g is a flat and projective morphism. We assume the fibers Ys are
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complete intersections of the same type (d1, . . . , dc) in PnC(s) for each s ∈
U(C). If K is the function field of U , then the generic fiber YK of h is a
complete intersection of type (d1, . . . , dc) in PnK.
Proof. We first notice that if a projective variety T in Pe is a complete inter-
section of type (d1, . . . , dg) defined by homogenous polynomials (F1, F2, . . . , Fg),
then , by Hilbert theory (see [Har77, Chapter I section 7]), the polynomials
(F1, F2, . . . , Fg) are minimal generators of the ideal sheaf IT and the dimen-
sion of H0(T, IT (m)) is only dependent on the type (d1, . . . , dg).
Therefore, the dimension function
s 7→ dimH0(Ys, IYs(m))
is a constant function where s ∈ U(C). In particular,
dimH0(YK , IYK (m)) = dimH
0(Ys, IYs(m))
by [Mum08, Page 48, Corollary 2]. This equality also implies that we can
choose homogenous polynomials (F1, F2, . . . , Fc) defined over K such that ,on
the domain V of the coefficients of Fi, the fiber Ys of g over a point s ∈ V (C)
is a complete intersection in Pns defined by equations as following :
(F1, F2, . . . , Fc)|Pns .
It implies that the projective variety YK is a complete intersection in PnK
defined by (F1, F2, . . . , Fc). It completes the proof.
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Another possible way of proving the lemma is to prove the locus of com-
plete intersection variety in the corresponding Hilbert scheme is open, it
involves the deformation theory of a complete intersection variety, see [Vis,
Chapter 2].
Lemma 3.9.5. Suppose K is a field and consider a projective morphism h
from a scheme A to Spec(K). If the following two conditions are satisfied,







2. the Picard group Pic(AK)=Z[L|AK ]=Z where L is a line bundle on A
and K is the algebraic closure of K.
Then, the Picard group Pic(A) = Z = Z[L].
Proof. The hypothesis (1) of the lemma ensures that the Picard functor
is representable by the Picard scheme PicA/K , see [MFK94, section 5] for
the details. Therefore, the Picard group Pic(A) (resp.Pic(AK)) is just the




Therefore, it concludes that
Pic(A) = Pic(AK)
Gal(K/K) = Z[L|AK ]
Gal(K/K) = Z[L]
where the last equality is due to the line bundle L|AK is Gal(K/K) invariant.
It completes the proof.
Proposition 3.24. With the hypothesis as in Theorem 3.18, the Picard group
of F is finite generated.
Proof. Suppose K is the function field ofM0,m. By Theorem 3.18 and Lem-
ma 3.9.4, the generic fiber FK of the forgetful map F is a complete inter-
section and the hypothesis of Theorem 3.18 implies that dimFK is at least
3.
By the equality
Pic(FK) = Z = OPN
K
(1)] = Z[λK ],
the Picard group Pic(FK) is Z[λK ] = Z by Lemma 3.9.5 where we have that
FK 
|λK | // PNK .
If we take F = A and M0,m = B in Lemma 3.9.3, then we have
1. the Picard group Pic(F) is finite generated.
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2. the restriction morphism
r∗ : Pic(F)→ Pic(FK)
is surjective.
It completes the proof.
Corollary 3.25. With the hypothesis as in Theorem 3.18, the first hodge
numbers h1,0(F) = h0,1(F) of F are all vanished.
Proof. We suppose that Pico(F) is the connected component of the Picard
scheme Pic(F) containing the trivial bundle. The scheme Pico(F) is a group
scheme of finite type over C. By the paper [Mum08, Theorem Page 95], the
scheme Pico(F) is smooth over C. By Proposition 3.24, we have that Pico(F)
is just a reduced point, i.e, it is isomorphic to Spec(C). From [Ill71], we
know that the first order deformation space of the trivial bundle is given by
H1(F ,OF), and this space is just the tangent space of Pico(F). Therefore,
we have
0 = T[OF ]Pic
o(F) = H1(F ,OF)
where T[OF ]Pic
o(F) is the tangent space of Pico(F) at the point [OF ]∈
Pico(F). By Hodge theory and Dolbeault Isomorphism theorem, see [GH94,
Chapter 0], we have h1,0(F) = h0,1(F) = 0.
Corollary 3.26. With the hypothesis as in Theorem 3.18, the Picard group







where Pic(M0,m) is the Picard group of M0,m and N is a finite generated
abelian group.
Proof. By the result (2) at the end of the proof of Proposition 3.24, we have
a surjection as following
h : Pic(F)→ Pic(FK) ∼= Z ∼= Z[λ],
where FK is the generic fiber of the forgetful map F . It is easy to check the
image of the pull back F ∗
F ∗ : Pic(M0,m)→ Pic(F)
is in the kernel of h. By Lemma 3.3.7, we have the following splitting of F ∗
σ∗ : Pic(F)→ Pic(M0,m),
where σ is a section of F as in Lemma 3.3.7. Therefore, the map F ∗ is
injective and Pic(M0,m) is a summand of Pic(F). It completes the proof.
Corollary 3.27. With the hypothesis as in Theorem 3.18, the smooth variety
F is not a complete intersection variety if m ≥ 4.
Proof. Since the hypothesis in the Theorem 3.18 implies that the dimension
of F is at least 4, the Picard number of F is one if F is a complete intersection,
see [GH94, Page 178] for the details. By Corollary 3.26, the Picard number
of F is at least 2 if m ≥ 4. It completes the proof.
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